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New bidders emerge
for Masters’ assets
in this
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Bunnings
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The bidding process
for the assets Hydrox
Holdings has continued past previously
set deadlines. Hydrox
Holdings is the hardware joint venture
between Australian
supermarket company
Woolworths and US
home improvement
big-box chain Lowe’s.
While Woolworths
has yet to select a buyer for either business,
it is understood the
supermarket chain
may have advanced to
the preferred bidder
phase.
The deadline for
final offers from these
contenders has been
extended until 25

August 2016, when the
supermarket chain
is due to publish its
annual results. It is
expected Woolworths
will reveal its decision
before then so as not
to distract investment
analysts and the media
from a focus on its
turnaround strategy.
While no definite
information has yet
emerged from the
bidding process, both
Fairfax and News Corp.
publications have
reported rumours from
various inside sources.

The bidders
The DataRoom column in The Australian

company Tenix, which
is now owned by
Downer EDI.
Retail entrepreneur
Brett Blundy has been
mentioned as a potential overall manager of
the new enterprise.
Street Talk also
noted that Blackstone,
which submitted final
offers for the Masters
business and the Home
Timber and Hardware
Group (HTH) business, was still waiting
for an update from
Woolworths and its
adviser CitiBank as of
14 August 2016.
The consortium
of big box retailers
backed by property
group Charter Hall,
which bid only for
Masters, remains in the
same position. However, both are understood
to be possible winners.
Although Blackstone
and Charter Hall both
bid for Masters, it is
believed Blackstone is
also prepared to take
on the asset’s leasehold liabilities. This
is an ongoing liability
which could amount
to $1.2 billion when
all the rent on vacant
properties is taken into
account.

reports that a syndicate of high net worth
investors is challenging
the dominant status of
rival bidder, New Yorkbased asset manager
Blackstone Group for
Woolworths’ Masters
portfolio.
The Street Talk column in the Financial
Review for 15 August
2016 has suggested
that the Sydney-based
Salteri family is among
this group of wealthy
investors.
The Salteris helped
to establish Transfield
Holdings that has
interests in infrastructure, renewable energy continues next page
and industrial services,
along with services
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the latest incarnation.
Ms Saxton said:
Council can’t now
turn around and
approve the third one.
The reasons for refusal
will not have changed.
The reasons for objections for us and in the
council decision was
not because of the size.
She believes there
were a number of areas
where the previous
applications hadn’t
complied with the
planning scheme.
Sunshine Coast
Bunnings Group Ltd twice already by the
first one?
mayor Mark Jamieson
have lodged an appeal council.
Ms Saxton labelled
said he respected the
with the Planning
Bunnings’ actions
the moves “pushy
“democratic right”
and Environment
have infuriated some
tactics” from BunBunnings had to lodge
Court over the Suncommunity members
nings and said she
the appeal and added
shine Coast Council’s
including Developdid not expect the
it was important each
rejection of its origment Watch president council to “give in” on
application was asinal proposal for a
Lyn Saxton who told
the third application
sessed independently
12,150sqm development the Sunshine Coast
for a scaled-down,
by the council. He said
at one of the major
Daily they would be
5850sqm Bunnings
he could also underentry points to Coolum joining the council as
along with a service
stand the community’s
Beach (QLD).
co-respondents to the station (300sqm) and
frustrations with the
The hardware chain
appeal. She asked:
restaurant (300sqm).
process.
has also started public
What’s the purpose
She said the council’s
The economic develnotification on a third of having the third
reasons for rejection of opment branch was
development applicaapplication that hasn’t the previous proposals “broadly supportive” of
tion for the site, having been decided on and
were not changed by
Bunnings’ claims the
been knocked back
going to court with the the size difference of
development wouldn’t

continued from
previous page

HTH
DataRoom also
reports that Metcash,
a contender for HTH,
appears to have lost
ground to Anchorage
Capital Partners, the
private equity firm
behind the float of
collapsed retailer Dick
Smith.
Street Talk confirms
this rumour, though it

also quotes a spokesperson for Metcash
who has declared
that the company still
remains a possible
winner in the bid for
HTH.
In a further twist,
whitegoods industry
publication Channel
News has reported
a rumour that Nick
Abboud, the former
CEO of Dick Smith, has
been working on the
proposal with Anchorage.

Metcash is thought
to have offered close to
$150 million for HTH,
representing a near
seven times multiple
on the projected earnings before interest,
taxes, depreciation and
amortisation (EBITDA) of $22 million.
This bid would be
substantially below
earlier expectations,
which were for around
$250 million. According
to DataRoom, EBITDA
at HTH fell steeply
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during the final quarter of FY 2015/16, which
led to the lower bid
amount. Sources close
to Woolworths claim
the figures are inaccurate but declined to
confirm the extent to
which HTH’s profits
might have fallen.

Ongoing losses
The loss-making Masters chain is accounting for close to half of
the $4.2 billion in writ-

significantly impact or
compromise the role
of Coolum Beach. But
the strategic planning
department advised
the project would
service a catchment far
wider than the local
community and would
be likely to negatively
impact hardware and
specialty stores in the
area.
Bunnings’ general
manager – property,
Andrew Marks, said he
was “very disappointed” the council had
refused the application
and the appeal had
been lodged as a result,
saying a Bunnings
Warehouse in Coolum
would provide a number of benefits to the
community.
The public notification period for the
latest proposal on the
site will wrap up on
August 25 which is the
last day submissions
on the proposal can be
made.
http://goo.gl/wMFdcv

edowns Woolworths
has notched up in this
financial year. There
are fears the sales
process aggravated
the poor performance
at the home improvement chain as well as
harming HTH.
http://goo.gl/tgWLHv
http://goo.gl/z2jTvV
http://goo.gl/IKR7uX
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Plans to build a $42
million Bunnings store
in Panorama (SA) will
be assessed by October,
seven months later
than initially expected.
Amendments to the
plans were submitted
to the local council
late last year. However,
in February the big
box chain delayed the
application “to allow
new information to be
considered”.
A Mitcham Council
spokesperson said
Bunnings had submitted a number of
amended plans to
address community
and council concerns.
The spokesperson told
Adelaide Now:
The application is
currently being assessed and it is anticipated that a report
will be presented to the
Development Assessment Panel within the
next three months.
The council wanted
extra information
about landscaping,
hours of operation and

heavy vehicle access,
while residents were
concerned about traffic
issues.
The Say No to
Bunnings Panorama
spokesman Peter
Bryant said he was still
concerned about the
company’s application.
The group has collected more than 2000
signatures against the
development since
October last year. He
said:
Resident sentiment
hasn’t changed when
it comes to having
a giant bulky goods
outlet dropped on their
doorsteps, particularly
one with no economic
or planning justification.
We’re still concerned
about the impact of
an extra 5000 car and
truck movements in
our suburbs every
day and around an
intersection already at
capacity. We remain
hopeful the Mitcham
Council will protect our
community by saying

BWP Trust has $310.5m profit

The property boom has delivered a bumper
$310.5 million profit to Bunnings landlord BWP
Trust, courtesy of $202.6 million portfolio revaluations. That represents a 48% increase on the
2015 result.
As private investors, searching for yield, pay
more for Bunnings-leased stores, the value of
the BWP Trust portfolio rises.
Recent Bunnings transactions are yielding
around 5%. The capitalisation rate for the
overall BWP Trust portfolio tightened 56 basis
points over the year to 6.77%. Even without the
portfolio gain, BWP Trust’s underlying profit
lifted 6% to $107.9 million.
Total return over 10 years hit 13.5% a year, its
highest level in the past five years. However
the trust faces a quandary. New stores are too
expensive to buy, and nor does BWP Trust want
no to a Bunnings at
to necessarily sell off the ones it owns. No acPanorama.
quisitions were made in the last year. Managing
Panorama Clapham
director Michael Wedgwood told the Financial
Community Group
Review:
spokesman Neil Baron
We’re looking at everything at the moment,
was comfortable with but at current pricing we just can’t make the
the delay, providing
numbers add up.
community concerns
Citi analyst Adrian Dark noted during an anawere addressed. He
lyst call that, even as investors place a premium
said:
on BWP’s security of income, the average lease
It appears they are
length across its portfolio is steadily declining.
doing the right thing
It is now at 5.9 years.
to meet the needs and
Mr Wedgwood and his team were quick to
requests of the locals.
point out that the structure of leases has
They won’t make every- changed – with more options – and the great
one happy, but that is
majority of Bunnings’ were expected to go well
the way of the world.
beyond the 5.9-year figure. He said: “It is only
Bunnings general
one indicator of the risk of the portfolio.”
manager – property,
http://goo.gl/9yKcSO
Andrew Marks said the
company had worked
collaboratively with
the council to amend
plans.
This includes providing additional technical information in
recent months in order
for council to make a
proper assessment.
http://goo.gl/kA2OJ9
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A mainland Chinese
investor has purchased the
Bunnings Yarrawonga store
in regional Victoria for $11.5
million on a sub-5% yield,
according to the Financial
Review.
Selling agent CBRE said it
was the first time a Chinese
investor had acquired a Bunnings Warehouse, and the
sub-5% yield was a record for
a Bunnings store outside a
major metropolitan region.
Bunnings stores have
become among the mostsought-after retail properties
by private investors because
they are supported by long
leases.
Recently it was revealed
that New Zealand commercial property investor Ben
Cook was the buyer of the
14,760sqm Bunnings Ware-

house in Sydney’s Eastgardens that sold for a record
$56 million in October.
The sales campaign for the
Yarrawonga Bunnings was
steered by Justin Dowers,
Mark Wizel, Kevin Tong and
Joseph Du Rieu of CBRE
Retail Investments. Mr Wizel
at the start of the sales campaign:
There is evidence that
buyers are gaining more
confidence in the performance of key regional cities
within Victoria, stemming
from increased government
expenditure in these regions,
along with improved living
conditions (mostly related to
affordability) driving population growth.
http://goo.gl/S7X1Aw

Construction on the
Bunnings store in Doncaster
(VIC) is set to go ahead after
Manningham Council gave
the green light to the latest
version of the plans.
The $73 million development will go up next door to
Westfield Doncaster shopping centre and include 250
apartments — 99 flats on top
of the 11,000sqm multi-level
store as well as two apartment towers. There will be
350 carparks for shoppers.
Initially the Bunnings
development threatened a
legal battle between the retail
giants, with Westfield concerned it would affect future
growth of its huge Doncaster
complex, which has recently
announced a massive $500
million expansion.

There were further worries
about traffic chaos created by
the proximity of the apartment towers on top of the
Bunnings store and Westfield,
but the retail giants ironed
out the problems with the
towers moving to the other
side of the development site
and the hardware store shifting even closer to Westfield.
It is not yet known when
construction will start, but
Andrew Marks, Bunnings’
general manager – property
told News Corp. the development would be undertaken
in three stages and was
designed in line with Manningham Council’s vision for
Doncaster Hill.
http://goo.gl/VCUNom

Bunnings Doncaster
gets go ahead
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Miami Marine
and Hardware
is finding it
tough
Hillston
Hardware tries
to find a buyer
A Tuckey’s
Mitre 10 closes
Metcash
assures
stores in the
Wimmera

Tuckey’s Mitre 10 in
Halls Head (WA) had
been operating for 25
years but shut up shop
on July 31. Seventeen
staff lost their jobs.
Owner John Tuckey
places the blame firmly
at the feet of the City
of Mandurah. He told
Mandurah Coastal
Times:
They allowed a Bunnings superstore right
on our backdoor step.

Trade went down 70%
in the first three weeks
after Bunnings opened.
We had a choice of
going broke quickly or
slowly. We quit while
we could.
Mr Tuckey did not
blame Bunnings,
although he did accuse
them of being “rotten”
by parking an A-frame
Bunnings advertising
truck on his property during his 10-day

closing down sale. But
he said:
I’d like to say thank
you to the community
though. We had ladies
crying…people have
been amazing.
Bunnings operations
manager Shelley
Begley said Bunnings
had opened in many
regional centres
throughout WA over
the past two decades.
She said:

There are many
successful businesses
located close by to our
stores which continue
to thrive. We have been
part of the Mandurah
community since 1998
and our team members
live and work here.
We are committed to
always employing from
the local communities
in which we operate
and our Halls Head
Warehouse employs 109
team members from
the local community.
The City of Mandurah can “rot in hell,
from the CEO down,”
said Mr Tuckey. “Anger
and hatred all built
into one,” was how Mr
Tuckey described his
feelings towards council after the demise of
his hardware store.
http://goo.gl/ITLZDt

Wimmera stores to be “unaffected”

Mitre 10 and Home
Timber and Hardware
(HTH) customers in
the Wimmera region
of Victoria will not be
negatively affected by
one chain’s plan to buy
the other, according to
Metcash.
If the estimated $250
million deal goes ahead
for Mitre 10 owner
Metcash to purchase
HTH, then around 350
HTH Group stores and
430 Mitre 10 stores will
have the same controlling entity.

The Mail-Times
understands the
acquisition was driven
in part by store owners
and managers telling
head office that they
have been under huge
pressure over prices.
Managers have complained that Bunnings
has been capable of
influencing hardware
prices with a 100-kilometre radius of each
store.
Horsham has a Bunnings Warehouse. Mitre 10 and HTH would

still compete with
each other at Nhill, but
would be in the same
network. HTH also has
a store at St Arnaud
and Mitre 10 has a
store at Horsham. Mitre 10 franchisee, David
O. Jones has stores in
Stawell and Ararat.
A Metcash spokeswoman said that
nothing would change
for customers if the
company bought HTH.
She told the MailTimes:
That’s why we spent
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so much time at the
Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission. It was to
reassure the commission that there would
be no effect on competition.
http://goo.gl/DWYGoM
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As the Deniliquin Mitre 10 store undergoes
the process of being
sold, Terry Friend from
Progression Group Finance and Succession
highlights the benefits
of the business. Mr
Friend is an exit strategist and succession
planner.
Deniliquin Mitre 10
owner/manager, Alan
Braybon and his wife
have been in retail
hardware for more
than a decade, and
are well known in the
Deniliquin (NSW) area.
They have decided to

retire but will be available to advise the new
owners to ensure the
transition is successful.
The most serious
challenge to the
business has been
the establishment of
the Bunnings store in
Echuca (NSW), approximately four years
ago. Deniliquin Mitre
10 has withstood the
challenge with superior customer and after
service, competitive
but realistic pricing,
and a comprehensive
product.
After many years

drought, Deniliquin itself is now back on the
map for agricultural
production. The Mitre
10 store has managed
to survive the drought
and grow the business.
It serves both a
town based and rural
population including
tradies and farmers.
The potential of the
store has grown with
recent re-opening of
the local abattoir, and
the imminent approval
of the Korean ethanol
plant on the outskirts
of town.
Deniliquin Mitre 10 is

a mature retail business and the current
owners have been
quite entrepreneurial
in the product offering.
As an example, in one
corner of the store is a
bicycle sales and service section – not large,
but servicing the town
after the owner decided to retire and close
up. Similarly, the plant
nursery section of the
Mitre 10 is effectively a
monopoly in the wider
area of Deniliquin.
This business would
be ideal for a “tree
change” entrepreneur

who is seeking to
change from city life.
Alternatively, it could
suit a farmer who is in
a position to get off the
land.
The Deniliquin Mitre
10 store could also be a
good opportunity for
an existing hardware
store owner/operator
in another town or
locality. The staff are
mostly long term and
remain loyal to the
store and the town,
The most obvious
opportunity for expansion of the store is into
landscaping supplies
such as the bulk
supply of sand, soil,
mulch etc. With space
permitting, it could
also expand into general building supplies
(given the potential of
house building in the
area in the next few
years).
To find out more
about the sale of Deniliquin Mitre 10, go to:
http://goo.gl/ODo3ou
https://goo.gl/i3wdQV
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Mr Venables said
the turnover for his
business was $40,000
in July last year,
compared to a $20,000
turnover in July this
year. He said:
People need to realise
the choices they make
have a huge impact
on the community. If
you buy your bait and
After 16-years operHe told the Mandurah tackle from big busiating in Falcon (WA),
Coastal Times:
ness, locals are going
Miami Marine and
The FIFO have come to suffer.,,The corporaHardware is struggling. home, are undercutting tisation of big business
At 65 years old, owner the tradies and are
takes no prisoners. If
Paul Venables is work- no longer spending…
we do go under, I want
ing six days a week for It’s the recession we
people to know why.
no wages. He has had
never had during the
to reduce the hours of GFC (Global Financial
four staff members.
Crisis).

Hillston Hardware for sale
Hillston Hardware has been an integral part of
the Hillston township in NSW since 1955. For the
first time in over 25 years, the business is being
offered for genuine sale.
The Thrifty-Link store offers a diverse range
of goods and services, including fuel, timber and
steel building materials, paints, general hardware and trade supplies.
For sale by expression of interest, the opportunity exists to acquire the business, land and
buildings, plus an additional property across
the road that is utilised for offsite storage.

Ripper opens in Mandurah

Ripper Hardware Showroom and Training
Centre is a new business based in Mandurah
(WA) that caters specifically to the plastering
and construction industry. It supplies plastering hardware for sale and offers WASPA (West
Australian Solid Plastering Association) accredited training courses.
It also stocks quality tools and materials
endorsed by WASPA. Exclusive products include
Nela Trowels from Germany, Trowel Wallets,
Ripper Reveals, Safe Steps, Mix M8 and Venetian
Plaster.
Ripper Hardware provides public access to a
team of WASPA registered plasterers and their
work is fully guaranteed.
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http://goo.gl/TZ0rDE
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Retail Sales Hardware
a few
quick stats:
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Total Australian
revenue for
hardware in FY
2015/16 rose
by 7.1% over
the previous
FY
NSW, VIC and
QLD continue
to outgrow
the rest of the
nation, and
now account
for over 76%
of the national
hardware
revenue

The most recent
statistics on retail
revenue from the
Australian Bureau of
Statistics (ABS) show
a number of clear
trends developing.
With the exception of
Queensland (QLD) and
the Northern Territory (NT), the growth
rate for hardware
revenue declined
during FY 2015/16. It
is also interesting to
note how significant
FY 2012/13 seems to
have been across the
industry. New South
Wales (NSW), Victoria (VIC) and South
Australia (SA) all show
a moderate slowing
in the retail revenue

growth, while QLD and
Western Australia (WA)
both show a moderately strong spike in the
growth rate.
The bar chart of the
overall dollar amount
of the revenue shows
that the sometimes
wild and contradictory
data from the states
and territories results
in a steady march
upwards in revenue
when it is all combined. Interestingly,
you can also see that
the chart indicates an
ongoing consolidation
in the three “eastern”
states, NSW, VIC and
QLD. In FY 2005/2006
these three accounted
for 71.23% of the total

national hardware
revenue; in the most
recent year this had
grown to 77.24%.
Reporting on the
numbers for the
Household Goods category, the ABS statistics
release stated:
In current prices,
the trend estimate
for Household goods
retailing (0.0%) was
relatively unchanged
in June 2016. The
seasonally adjusted
estimate rose 0.3%. By
industry subgroup, the
trend estimate rose for
Hardware, building
and garden supplies
retailing (0.3%) and
fell for Electrical and
electronic goods retail-

All online
retail sales
in Australia
exceeded $20
billion for FY
2015/16
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ing (-0.3%) and Furniture, floor coverings,
houseware and textile
goods retailing (-0.1%).
The seasonally adjusted estimate rose for
Electrical and electronic goods retailing (1.0%)
and Furniture, floor
coverings, houseware
and textile goods
retailing (0.4%) and fell
for Hardware, building
and garden supplies
retailing (-0.5%).

stats
Online sales
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In online sales, the NAB Online Retail Sales
Index reports that Australians spent an estimated $20.1 billion online during FY 2015/16. Of
this, 81% was domestic spending, with spending
on items such as fashion heavily weighted to
domestic. Domestic spending is estimated to
have increased by 16.9% during the FY, while
international spending grew by 0.9%. NSW dominates online spending, with 34.9% of the total,
followed by VIC with 23.3%. The 35 to 44 year old
age bracket is responsible for the highest share
of online spending, at 24.2%, while the 45 to 54
year old bracket grew the most during the year,
up 1.9% to reach 19.7%.
According to NAB Group chief economist Alan
Oster:
The $20.1 billion spent by Australians in the
last year is equivalent to 6.8% of spending in the
bricks and mortar’ retail sector – with growth by
online businesses far outpacing these traditional retailers.
The share of total online spending is dominated by homewares and appliances, groceries and
fashion – with media contributing the most in
the past year.
Takeaway food continues to have the fastest
annual online sales growth, growing 56% in
the past year. It shows the rapidly changing
behaviours of consumers in the way they’re ordering takeaway as apps and new services enter
the market.
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Bostik buys Den Braven
in this
update:
Bostik
start
text
makes
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China’s Positec
has found
branding
success
Saint-Gobain
has a postive
view of Brexit
Bosch sells
reconditioned
tools online

Adhesives supplier,
Bostik has finalised an
agreement to acquire
sealants manufacturer
Den Braven for about
USD534 million in cash,
pending necessary
approvals. (Bostik is
owned by Arkema, a
specialty chemicals
maker headquartered
in Colombes, near Paris, France.)
Den Braven is estimating its 2016 sales at
about USD385 million
and has more than
1,000 employees and
eight global production
sites — six in Europe,
one in the US and one
in Turkey.
It manufactures sealants using a variety of
technologies — including silicone, polyurethanes and polyurethane foams. Arkema
projects about USD33
million of annual cost
synergies once the unit

is fully integrated into
Bostik.
According to an
Arkema presentation
on the transaction,
Den Braven has a large
presence in Europe,
specifically Eastern
and Central Europe.
Arkema estimates
Den Braven has a 12%
share of the European
market with 58% of its
sales generated in the
region.
The presentation
also outlined that 35%
of Den Braven’s sales
came from “emerging
markets,” classified as
Central and Eastern
Europe, Middle East,
Africa, Asia and the
rest of the world. This
did not include North
America, which accounts for the remaining 7% of sales.
With this acquisition,
Bostik should reinforce its offering in the

insulation and construction markets, and
speed up its growth in
emerging countries, in
particular in Asia. Bostik said in a statement:
The excellent geographic, technological
and commercial fit will
help create a global
leader in the high
performance sealants
market, which grows
on average at 3 to 4% a
year...
Arkema said the
acquisition helps
further its goal of
developing its High
Performance Materials segment, which it
hopes will account for
50% of the company’s
total sales by 2020. The
firm reported USD8.46
billion in sales for
2015, of which High
Performance Materials
accounted for about
USD3.7 billion — or
43.7%, easily making
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it the largest business
segment.
Integrating Bostik
accounted for USD1.65
billion in sales over 11
months and pushed
the segment’s total to
jump 94.1% compared
to 2014.
It also wants to double Bostik’s EBITDA
by 2020 compared to
its 2014 figure and has
been busy investing
in the unit. So far in
2016, Bostik expanded
its polymer modified
binder technology with
a new plant in Helsingborg, Sweden, and an
expansion in Sremban,
Malaysia.
Arkeema operates
two other business
segments — Industrial
Specialties and Coating
Solutions. The company employs about
19,000 with operations
in nearly 50 countries.
http://goo.gl/Rj3Qnr
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Branding approach for Positec
phone applications
that allow remote control as well as access to
product information
and after-sales service.
To keep up with the
latest trends in power-tool products, Mr
Gao spends one-third
of his time every year
travelling around in
the US and Europe
attending various fairs.
He said:
QUOTE
If there’s a new
launch of a product
in the marketplace, I
want to know.

15

typically make products for multi-nationals such as Bosch and
Black & Decker. But Mr
Gao aimed higher than
that. He did not want
the company to be an
OEM at the bottom
of an industrial value
chain. He said:
We had no say in
pricing because you
always find someone
sets prices lower than
yours. The cut throat
competition in China
squeezed profits of
many traditional producers.
By 1999, he decided to
History
create his own brand
of power tools. Mr Gao
Don Gao, president of Positec
When it was founded said:
The China Daily
a product award from the key to winning a
in 1994, Positec was
The shift meant that
newspaper recently
the US Electronic
marketing battle lies in simply an exporter of your old partners beprofiled Don Gao, pres- Retailing Association
product innovation.
power tools such as
came your competitors,
ident of Positec, a Chi- in 2010.)
Consumers don’t care hand drills, trimmers, so you faced a huge
nese maker of power
Unable to get access about the technologies chainsaws and mowrisk of losing orders.
tools, lawn and garden to shelf space for the
you are putting into
ers. It did brisk busiThe risk was real
equipment, and acproduct in major hard- products. They only
ness, spurred on by
and large: turnover
cessories. He explains ware retailers, Positec care about whether it
China’s foreign trade.
that year plunged by
how he developed the decided to market diworks well when they
But Mr Gao knew the
USD50 million. Some
Worx brand that has
rectly, spending 15% of are cleaning up their
business had to grow
partners threatened
been taking market
its annual revenue on gardens or assembling beyond trading as
to withdraw their
share from well-known TV commercials. These their own bookshelves. an export supplier.
existing orders. He
tool names in Western proved so successful
An article in Forbes
To have a long-term
responded by saying:
markets:
that it was later able to magazine from 2012
future, Positec had to
“Go ahead”.
It’s not very easy to
obtain shelf space in
indicated that Positec have its own products.
Today, the company
make inroads into
Lowe’s stores.
spent 6% of its reveSo in 1995, Mr Gao
has a distribution netsome well-established
Building on that suc- nue on innovation or
set up a factory in
work and operations in
markets such as the
cess, Positec also used product development, Suzhou in the Jiangsu 13 countries. Its three
US, Germany and the
the strategy of brand
higher than Black &
province, East Chiresearch and developUK because customers acquisition to expand Decker’s less than 2%
na. The plant made
ment centres are based
are very loyal to local
in the US. It acquired
and Bosch’s 1.8%.
products for major US in China, Italy and
brands. But we did it,
the heritage tool brand More recently, the
and European home
Australia.
step by step.
Rockwell, which was
company has inimprovement retailers
http://goo.gl/6mPositec gained initial started in 1945, and
vested 1 billion yuan
including Sears, B&Q
miMB
access to the US
began using this as a
(USD150.45 million)
and OBI.
market through its
marketing channel for on innovation and
Positec was not
Worx brand. One of its inexpensive tools man- launched more than
aiming to be a glorified
initial products was
ufactured in China.
100 products every
original equipment
a lightweight electric
While marketing is
year. Most of them are manufacturer. OEMs
line-trimmer. (It won
important, Mr Gao said complete with smartin th tools category
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Saint-Gobain sees
Brexit opportunities
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Britain’s decision to quit the
European Union has caused
uncertainty but is unlikely to
have a significant impact on
business and may be a boost
for the construction industry,
according to building supplies group Saint-Gobain.
Amid signs that the Brexit
vote is hurting the economy,
government officials have
signalled they will ease back
on austerity and said that it
is important to see through
ongoing big infrastructure
projects.
The France-based company
counts on Britain for about
11% of its revenue, mainly
from the production and
distribution of plasterboard
through its subsidiary British
Plaster Board (BPB) that it

bought in 2005. Chief executive officer Pierre-Andre de
Chalendar told reporters on a
conference call:
It’s possible we’ll see some
contraction in the economy...
but it’s also possible that the
British government launches a stimulus project in the
autumn and that there is no
slowdown in activity.
BPB’s exports could also
benefit from a weaker British
pound after the Brexit vote,
helping mitigate any eventual downtown in the local
market.
Reporting a 7.3% increase in
first half operating income,
Saint-Gobain maintained its
objectives for full-year 2016.
http://goo.gl/8MDEvO

Davco unveils new website
The new website for Davco
– www.parexdavco.com.au –
should ensure professional
end-users can confidently create the vision for their clients,
while taking the guesswork
out of the job.
With a modern and clean
layout coupled with easy
to use navigation, Davco is
putting the power of information at the fingertips of
architects and designers.The
website also has intelligent
tools and interactive features.
Its main features include the
following.
The System Selector,
which enables professionals to easily specify
the best products for all
stages of their project.
The Grout Colour Selector allows users to explore
how different grout

colours can change the look
of a job. It displays different
tile colours and sizes, as well
as the grout colour options,
on screen.
Product sheets with detailed technical specification
data, as well as health and
safety information, can be
easily found and downloaded.
A Projects section provides
inspiration from recent projects that highlight Davco’s
product range, tiling system
solutions and technical expertise.
http://goo.gl/p2vFqi
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Bosch Power
Tools sales
totalled
EUR294 million
for 2015
Bosch made
more power
tools during
2015 than ever
before
Bosch
emphasised
its cordless
outdoor power
equipment
at its results
announcement
The entire
Bosch
company is
committing
to Internet of
Things (IoT)

Bosch Power Tools is investing heavily in the connected tool. It’s first efforts include a Bluetooth beacon that is attached to
power tool cords, or literally glued to the tool. This enables tool tracking through Bosch’s TrackMyTools phone app.
German-based power-tool manufacturer
Bosch has released results for its 2015 year. The
company claims that it has produced more
power-tools during the year than in any prior
year. It produced 50 million in total, which was
almost twice the number produced in 2005.
Sales for 2015 increased by 4% to reach EUR294
million. Over 90% of Bosch sales take place in
Europe. The company places a premium on innovation, claiming that 40% of sales are derived
from products that have come to market over
the past two years.
In its annual report for 2015, Bosch outlined
differences it sees in making tools for developed
and emerging markets. As regards developed
markets, the report states:
In developed markets, the focus is on improving productivity, and increasingly on health and
safety aspects such as dust, noise, and vibration.
Innovations such as the world’s most powerful
small angle grinder offer improved ergonomics
and a high level of user protection, for example.
Inventory management is also an important
issue for professional users.

In emerging markets, Bosch sees different
forces at work:
These tradespeople first have to be convinced
of the benefits of changing from traditional
hand tools to power tools. They need affordable
power tools that are robust and easy to maintain. Power Tools is making great efforts to cultivate emerging markets such as China, India,
Russia, Brazil, and Africa. Following successful
pilot projects in China and Russia, a complete
range of products will now be launched gradually in these emerging markets.
The company sees two main trends dominating both the profession and the DIY market:
First, there is growing demand for powerful rechargeable tools. Second, the rapid development
of the internet and increasing use of smartphones and tablets open up additional possibilities for intelligent solutions and services.
The latter trend fits neatly with one of the
overall Bosch company’s longer term strategic
goals: to become a key supplier of Internet of
Things (IoT) technologies:
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Our goal is to become one of the world’s leading IoT (internet of things) companies. We operate on all three levels of connectivity – intelligent and connected devices, software platforms,
and applications and services – in order to provide additional benefits to customers. More than
40 percent of our product categories are already
web-enabled, and this is rising rapidly. MEMS
sensors are a key technology for connectivity,
and we have extensive expertise in this area.

The company has four tools it says have been
developed through this process that is highlighting at the moment: The Indego robotic
lawnmower; EasyCut 12 sawing system with
uses Bosch’s new NanoBlade; the Ixo Garden,
which adds a range of garden attachments to
the Ixo cordless screwdriver; and a new range of
high-pressure washers.

Indego

Bosch in the garden
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The new Indego 400 and Indego 400 Connect
autonomous lawn mowers have been designed
This year, Bosch is emphasising in particular
to work with lawns that are less than 400
the role of its power-tools for the garden. These square metres in area. They are smaller units
have been developed through a new process at that produce only 50% of the noise of previous
Bosch, which makes use of a user experience
Indego mowers. A main feature of these mowers
oriented team, led by Marc Jost-Benz. The
is their ease of programming, which can be done
president of Bosch Power Tools, Henning von
via a smartphone. The program enables the
Boxberg, explained in a press statement how
mowers to operate according to a calendar and a
this process works:
timetable, ensuring that their operational times
We have set up a new team tasked with focus- are truly convenient for homeowners. As Mr
ing solely on user experience. The aim is to make von Boxberg puts it:
working with Bosch garden tools as easy as posYou can control the Indego 400 Connect easily
sible for the user. To do this, we involve users in and conveniently on your smartphone or tablet
the development of products and services from from anywhere – the sofa in your living room, on
the very beginning and adapt both functions
the way to work or even while on vacation. That
and designs to the needs of the target group in
is what we call “Smart gardening”.
question.
The “UX” design process has four stages. In
the first stage Bosch interacts with actual
EasyCut 12
customers to discover what they really need in a
particular tool. In the second stage the company This small saw is designed to replace jigsaws
organises interdisciplinary workshops to anal- and saber saws in the garden, as well as making
yse those needs, and to begin developing solucraft woodworking projects easier as well. The
tions. In the third phase the analytical work is
Bosch executive responsible for the developused to develop working prototypes. The fourth ment of the product, Henk Becker, says:
stage loops around to the first stage again, with
With NanoBlade, Bosch is taking sawing to the
customers exposed to the new prototypes, who next level. With the EasyCut 12, all users can saw
help the company refine its solutions.
easily, vibration-free and effortlessly. This is ideMr Jost-Benz emphasises the importance of
al for applications in the garden: When cutting
that first step:
branches, these branches no longer sway back
We go out to meet the customers as much as
possible. We listen and observe carefully and
thoroughly in order to find out what work they
carry out and how they use products on a daily
basis: What challenges are associated with this
usage? How have they solved problems so far?
What do they want?
He points to a number of developments this
process helped to identify. In particular, the
Bosch team found out that many homeowners
with smaller lawns wanted to own a robotic
lawnmower, but that there were none that
really suited their smaller lawns. This led to the
development of new Indego autonomous lawn
Indego mower with smartphone app for control
mowers that were scaled down.
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Bosch is emphasising in particular the role of
its power-tools
for the garden.
These have
been developed
through a new
process at Bosch,
which makes use
of a user experience oriented
team
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and forth as a result of the sawing motion.
Mr von Boxberg describes how the saw works:
At present, anyone who wants to trim tree
branches or shrubs has to rely on jigsaws or
sabre saws. In particular, people with little sawing experience find it difficult to guide the saw
accurately and safely, due to the typical stroke
movement with high vibrations. Our solution is
a saw blade with a revolving micro chain consisting of chain links that are four millimetres in
size similar to a chainsaw, but miniaturised. No
more stroke movement, no more vibration.
Our “NanoBlade” is also long-lasting and does
not require maintenance: It is not necessary to
oil, sharpen or re-tension the chain. The micro-chain does not become jammed either, even
when used with resinous wood. The position of
the 900-gram EasyCut 12’s saw blade is advantageous: It allows you to saw off branches close to
the edges. You can cut at any position along the
65-millimetre blade.
The EasyCut makes use of a standard Bosch
12-volt cordless tool battery, which is interchangeable with a wide range of Bosch tools.
(Bosch is changing the designation of these batteries from the previous 10.8-volt to the 12-volt
designation, reflecting the maximum voltage
produced by the battery, in line with common
usage in the US.)
The tool is expected to launch on the European market in early 2017, and to be priced at
around EUR140.

Ixo Garden
The Ixo cordless screwdriver is something of
a market phenomenon in Germany and other
parts of Europe, and has become the household tool of choice for many, with a range of
attachments and adapters. Bosch is adding yet
another attachment, a grass and shrub trimmer.
This can take care of small edging tasks, or help
to shape small ornamental shrubs.
As Mr von Boxberg explains:
Many people in cities live in houses without
their own garden. They often only have a small
balcony or patio, on which they grow plants
in pots or beds. To maintain these little oases,
they need a small, handy grass and shrub shear,
which they can use to shape small box trees, for
instance.
Developed originally in 2003, the Ixo now has a
range of nine different attachments.

High-pressure washers
Bosch sells its high-pressure washers in three
lines: the Easy class for simple jobs, the Universal class which suit general purpose needs, and
the Advanced class for tougher jobs. Bosch is
replacing the old Universal class with a range
of three new washers. It is also adding two new
washers to its Advanced line-up.
The three UniversalAquatak offer water pressure from 125 bar to 135 bar, and water flow rates
of between 360 and 410 litres per hour. All of
them feature a new spray head, which converts
between a fan jet of water, a rotary jet, and an
intense pencil jet with a turn of the spray nozzle. The new models provide 10% more power,
Bosch claims, and are also significant quieter to
operate.
Mr von Boxberg points to other advantages as
well:
Moreover, we are also now offering a high-pressure detergent nozzle. It distributes the cleaning
foam generated over the surface to be cleaned
extremely quickly – the user can work rapidly
and achieve thorough results. In addition, the
high-pressure washers are especially practical
and are easy to position wherever they are needed: The extra-long extendable handle and large
wheels make light work of transportation.
The two Advanced models join the existing
two Advanced models, offering even more cleaning power at the top end. They feature a new
four-cylinder pump and offer up to 160 bar of
pressure and water flow rates of up to 570 litres
per hour. The top of the line model offers metal
spray components to assure its longevity under
sustained use.

Bosch is changing the designation of these
batteries from
the previous
10.8-volt to the
12-volt designation, reflecting
the maximum
voltage produced
by the battery, in
line with common
usage in the US.

EasyCut 12 uses Bosch’s standard 12V battery. Blade is maintenance-free
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over the past six months. When first announced
the tools were to feature a plug-in module that
Bosch also continues to release information
would provide monitoring and connection feaabout its range of connected power-tools
tures. From the more current announcements,
designed mainly for professional (tradie) use.
it seems more likely that the connected tools
The company has announced that it will be
will have these features built directly into them.
releasing a set of seven connected tools for the This might reflect the power-tools division
Northern autumn of 2016.
beginning to adhere more closely to the overall
These tools promise to offer a number of
corporate objectives as regards IoT capabilities.
features not seen on power-tools before. This
The real question for Bosch is whether it will
includes what the Bosch is calling its Human/
be able to keep up with the innovations proMachine Interfaces, which are intelligent
duced by the current leader in connected tools,
displays directly on the tools, which can also be Techtronic Industries (TTI) Milwaukee brand.
configured by mobile phones using a Bluetooth The Milwaukee One-Key system is already
connection and apps developed by the company. offering most of what Bosch would seem to be
These consist of a combi-laser, two screwoffering for release sometime after September
drivers, two combi-drills, an angle grinder
in 2016. It is highly likely that Milwaukee will
and a workplace light. According to Wolfgang
be releasing the next iteration of its system in
Hirschburger, vice president engineering for
early 2017.
professional tools in industrialised markets:
That said, the relationship does work the othThe long-term goal is to network all of Bosch’s er way as well. With the vast resources of Bosch
professional power tools and thus to offer users behind it Bosch Power Tools might be able to
added value.
find a way to skip a generation of development,
These developments build on Bosch’s exand produce a real challenge for TTI. With the
isting TrackMyTools system, which provides
TTI half-year result due to be released before
Bluetooth modules which are stuck onto tools,
September 2016, it will be interesting to see
or attached to their cords, and provide some
what the always engaging CEO of TTI, Joe Galli,
tracking capabilities through a custom Bosch
has to say.
smartphone app.

Analysis
As HNN has written in the past, there seems
to have been a period in the history of the Bosch
power-tool division when innovation was not
funded. Over the past three to four years, the
company has woken up, and is beginning to at
least announce tools that have real potential.
That said, the specifications for its connected
tool system have changed quite dramatically

usa update
More good times, says
Home Depot CEO
in this
update:
Lowe’s
start
text
3D
videos targets
mobile users
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TreeHouse
designing its
second ecofriendly store
Do it Best
makes over
USD3 billion
Home Depot
CEO is bullish
about the
company’s
future

With Home Depot
shares briefly touching an all-time high of
USD139 recently, CEO
Craig Menear doesn’t
see the company’s fortunes stalling anytime
soon.
Supported by
strength in the US
housing market —
which is being driven by rising home
values and household
formation — the chief
executive sees opportunities to further
grow its business
across the millennial

and ageing consumer
populations, as well as
with the professional
customer. Mr Menear
told CNBC’s “Closing
Bell” TV program:
We’ve been fortunate
that we’re in a space
where customers are
willing to spend.
That’s particularly
true as owners stay
in their homes longer. With roughly 4.6
months’ supply of
houses on the market
(compared with the
historical norm of
about six months),

consumers’ lengthier
nesting periods are
encouraging them to
spend additional cash
on upgrades, according
to Mr Menear.
If people aren’t moving they’re clearly investing in their homes.
That is a project driver.
And despite millennials’ reluctance to buy
homes, Mr Menear said
the retailer is starting
to see some “positive
signs” emerging from
the consumer group.
Over the past several
quarters, about 35% of
new household formation has come from the
tail end of millennials
as it relates to homes,
he said. That’s despite
a US Census Bureau
report that said the
homeownership rate
fell to its lowest level
since 1965.
Mr Menear reiterated
that the millennial cohort appears to be on a
six-year delayed cycle
in terms of household

formation. In that
vein, UBS analyst
Michael Lasser said in
a separate interview
with CNBC that the
generation should
start to play a bigger
role in Home Depot’s
revenues over the next
five to 10 years.
And as the baby
boomer generation
ages, Home Depot is
likewise investing in
the Do-It-For-Me business. That includes its
services unit and the
professional customer.
Home Depot shares
are up more than 17%
over the past year. But
Stifel analyst John
Baugh believes they
still have room to run.
He said:
The [home improvement] industry is still
only in the middle
innings of a recovery in
home remodelling projects, and Home Depot
is well-positioned to exploit this opportunity.
http://goo.gl/M6g3fz

Do it Best tops USD3 billion
Hardware, timber
and building
materials cooperative, Do it
Best Corp. said
it has surpassed
USD3 billion in
total sales for its
recently ended
fiscal year.
Sales for the

co-op’s 2016 fiscal
year, which ended
June 25, totalled
USD3.02 billion,
up from USD2.99
billion for fiscal
year 2015. President and CEO,
Dan Starr said:
While we are
certainly excited

to reach this sales
milestone, what
continues to be
our top priority
is providing the
right products,
programs and services to help our
members grow
and achieve their
dreams.
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Hitting this
milestone reinforces that our
committed team is
executing well to
serve our member-owners’ needs
all around the
world. This also
means we’ll be distributing member

rebates in excess
of USD100 million
for the 13th consecutive year.
Do it Best
Corp. has more
then 3,800
member-owned
locations in the
US and in 54 other
countries.
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Designs for a sustainable
hardware store
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As an eco-friendly
hardware store, TreeHouse has a business
model that extends
beyond the goods on
its shelves. So for its
second location in Dallas, which will become
its flagship, TreeHouse
wanted a space that
was equally extraordinary while sticking
to its green-minded
mission.
To achieve that aim,
the company called
on San Antonio–based
firm Lake|Flato for the
design.
For the Dallas location, the company
sought a net-zero-energy building that
incorporates passive
design features like
daylighting, natural
shading, and building-axis orientation, to

minimise the building’s
energy load. TreeHouse
CEO, president and
co-founder Jason Ballard wrote in an email:
It was very important
for us to create a space
that represented the
ideas and belief system
that the company is
built on. If we tell our
customers that solar
is a smart choice, that
this material or that
material is a smart
choice, we wouldn’t
have any self-respect
or credibility in the
community if we built
a retail space that was
thoughtless.
The 30-foot ceiling
and clerestory windows will bring in
ample daylight while
low shelving will afford
clear sight-lines across
the space. High-vol-

ume, low-speed (HVLS)
fans suspend from the
ceiling to move air and
reduce the thermal
load.
The need to stave
off the Texas heat
while minimising the
building’s energy load
resulted in a series of
design decisions that
break from the typical
big-box form and
instead reflect the local
design vernacular.
Those include the
sloped roof with
porch overhangs
on the south-facing
orientation, shading
the façade during
the summer months;
north-facing clerestory
windows to bring in
daylight, which will
reduce the building’s
energy consumption
by 75% alone; a solar

array comprising 530
panels that produces
164.3kW; and mechanical systems that
perform 60% better
than those of a baseline, code-compliant
building — all designed
around an old-growth
oak tree that came
with the site.
Additionally, highbay LEDs and focused
display lighting supplement the daylight
when and where necessary, and sub-metering
helps the facility managers make informed
decisions about energy
performance.
While a typical bigbox retail store design
would use roughly
550,000 kWh annually,
TreeHouse expects
that the Dallas location
will consume less than
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half that, at 248,000
kWh, and will generate 252,000 kWh of
solar energy per year.
Project architect Lewis
McNeel said:
Retail, as a project
type, is an extreme
energy hog and
TreeHouse is all about
trying to change the
way houses are built
and lived in. They
wanted to walk the
walk as thoroughly as
they could, and they
figured if they can
show how it’s working
on a really difficult,
giant scale of a big-box
retail store, then it’s a
very palatable idea to
implement in your own
little house.
http://goo.gl/DLWJWD
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Home improvement retailer Lowe’s is testing
out Facebook’s 360-degree clips, offering viewers
step-by-step instructions on how to complete
home-improvement projects.
The initiative, called Made in a Minute, has
launched on the brand’s Facebook page and will
run through August. The company is buying
Facebook ads to push the effort, targeting people based on shown interest in home improvement or DIY projects. Lowe’s worked with its
agency, BBDO, and Facebook to put together the
project, which will entail two videos that act
like GIFs. Brad Walters, director of social media
and content for Lowe’s, said:
Through Facebook 360 technology, viewers
can move their phone or interact with the video
in-feed and go back and forth between each
step [of the project]. Unlike most Facebook 360
videos, which are shot with a 360 camera, Made
in a Minute consists of eight individual frames
stitched together to show one person completing
each step of the project. Each step plays like a
looping GIF, allowing the viewer to see the individual step as many times as they’d like.
Viewers can click through to Lowes.com/DIY,
a Tumblr landing page, where the products are
listed and can be bought on the retailer’s ecommerce site. Mr Walters said:
We hope viewers will feel inspired and confident to try their hand at the project.
The videos were directed by Nico Casavecchia
and Liz Rowley and sometimes include “Easter
eggs” at the end.
http://goo.gl/nI0IIN
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Taking
back
DIY
The do-it-yourself (DIY) sector of the home
improvement/hardware market will become a
critical one during 2017 and 2018.
Two linked events — the exit of Masters
from home improvement retail, and the sale
of Home Timber and Hardware Group (HTH)
— details of which should be finalised by 24
August 2016 — will see the home improvement industry change sharply during 2017. So
defining will these changes be, that they will
take until the third calendar quarter of 2017 to
sort out.
hnn.bz

The Masters effect
In terms of strategy, the biggest single change we are likely
to see is a harder push by many current Mitre 10 and HTH
stores into the DIY market — along with, potentially, a new
competitor which might acquire some of the Masters store
fleet.
Two forces will drive that push. The major strategic push
is, simply, opportunity. While Masters did fail, it also dragged
in around $1 billion in sales a year, and much of that (estimated at 75%) was DIY consumer. Even if a competitor emerges to
replace Masters, that expenditure is still going to be “in play”,
providing a unique market opportunity for other retailers to
grow their market share in the industry’s most high-margin,
profitable sector.
The second, compound reason relates to competing with
Bunnings. Bunnings today seems unbeatable, but it will
become even more so if it manages to capture an additional
$500 million in consumer spending from ex-Masters customers.
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Bunnings is well-positioned to do that, not just in market
terms (as the only competing big-box), but also geographically. Many Masters stores are located close to Bunnings,
and Bunnings is itself seeking to take over some ex-Masters
locations. Customers could drive up to “their” Masters store,
find it closed (or even converted to a Bunnings) and probably
find a Bunnings less than a kilometre away.

The retreat from DIY
Beyond that, HTH and Mitre 10 stores as a whole simply
need to take back some of the DIY market if they are to
fully secure their future. Historically, from 2005 to 2008 the
then powerhouse in the DIY market, Mitre 10, essentially
surrendered much of its DIY market to Bunnings. This was
formalised when, as a failing company, Mitre 10 was acquired
by Metcash. Metcash immediately established that it would
concentrate on trade sales rather than DIY.
That was certainly the right decision at the time. While
there is still something uncertain about the modern Mitre
10’s market position, there is no doubt that, particularly
under the stewardship of CEO Mark Laidlaw and his team,
Mitre 10 has been steadily improving its situation. Focusing
on trade sales as a strong base to its ongoing growth has been
a good tactic.
However today, seven or eight years later, the situation has
changed. While the building, construction and renovation
markets will no doubt remain active enough to ensure that
trade sales continue to be healthy, the most obvious area for
real growth (in the sense of expanding into under-serviced
markets) will be DIY.
If Metcash acquires HTH, it is likely it will seek to spin out
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Taking back DIY

• As the HTH/Masters ownership
gets sorted out, there will be an
increased focus on the need for
growth for independent hardware retailers.
• With the Masters customers in
play to some extent, it will be an
ideal time to expand in DIY.
• DIY has proved difficult for independents due to the influence
of Bunnings.
• One way to re-capture this
market is to provide service and
products tailored specifically to
the DIY market.
• This means treating DIY as its
own category, and not as though
DIYers are “mini tradies”.

its hardware operations in an Australian Stock Exchange
listing within two to three years. If Anchorage Capital Partners acquires HTH, it will also seek to eventually list those
operations on the ASX — though it is likely to take at least
four years to turn it around. In either case, to produce good
results, it is necessary to grow the business. The only really
available avenue for that is in DIY sales. This growth is likely
to be concentrated in inner-urban areas, where HTH is under-represented, and where less-skilled DIYers are over-represented.
Additionally, every trade-based hardware business should
be aware that Bunnings is likely to start putting pressure on
trade sales in 2018.
One of the “thought experiments” Bunnings CEO John Gillam has mentioned several times at analysts’ briefings is that
he can see Bunnings supplying every toilet in the building
where those briefings are held. As Mr Gillam has said: “Why
not?”.
Those “why nots” have turned out to be the forerunner of
strong market moves in the past. The effect on overall trade
sales of Bunnings moving to displace Reece in the plumbing
market, as an example, could be very strong.
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Just to add additional motivation to that, there is also the
fact that the new Bunnings Australia managing director,
Michael Schneider, will want to demonstrate the retailer’s
Australian business is in good hands. He will be doing that
in a market where standard renovation spending is expected to contract over 2017 and 2018 (according to the Housing
Industry Association, and other sources). Mr Schneider is an
intelligent, driven man, and has a reputation as a very strong
negotiator. Given all that, it is unlikely he will pass up many
opportunities for growth.
Following the basic principle of how you win asymmetric
competitions — never try to directly match what the major
competitor does — the best strategy to limit expansion by
Bunnings will be to focus on DIY sales.

What’s so hard about DIY?
When it comes to analysing why Mitre 10 and other independents have not done well in the DIY market, most retailers lay the blame on two factors: the lower prices on some
major DIY items at Bunnings, and the fact that DIY customers don’t appreciate reliable, knowledgeable customer service
— the area where independents seem themselves as excelling
— the way that trade customers do.
There is some validity to both these claims. Some DIYers
are real price “mavens”, who are determined to spend as little
as possible on certain purchases. Others either feel a bit
embarrassed by their lack of knowledge, and still others have
difficulty explaining to anyone what they want to do. This
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makes the attention provided by independents difficult to use
well. Inexperienced DIYers often prefer to prowl the aisles of
Bunnings until they come across the products they need, or,
by trial and error, to solve their problems themselves.
However, when you speak to many individual DIY customers, across the spectrum, often what emerges as the major
reason they prefer to shop at Bunnings (or even, in some cases, to simply not shop at all) is that the service they do receive
is not really appropriate to their needs. It’s not bad service, it’s
not unfriendly service, but it doesn’t answer to the requirements they really need to solve in their DIY tasks.

Adjusting to DIY
The main reason behind this is a very simple one: DIY hardware retailers in Australia (including, even, Bunnings with
its success in this area) tend to view DIY home improvement
as being a kind of “subset” of trade hardware. Frequently, the
attitude is that the way tradies do things is the “correct” way,
and that DIYers should be trying to emulate this.
That might not be the best attitude. To explain why this is
the case, it’s helpful to look at quite a different industry, but
one where there is also a mixture of professionals and amateurs doing the same things.
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If you pick up a recipe book written by a well-known chef,
such as Gordon Ramsay, you will find any number of elaborate and delicate recipes. Many of these will take one or two
hours to prepare.
Go to a restaurant run by the same chef, however, and you
will not see a single one of those dishes on the menu. Why?
Because that is not what restaurant food is all about. The
ideal restaurant dish has three elements: exotic/special ingredients, the need for excellent technique — and very quick
preparation. The average amount of actual attention required
in preparing a restaurant dish is about five minutes (though
the total cooking time might be longer).
In the home improvement world, tradies are like restaurant chefs, while over 60% of DIYers are like home cooks. Like
chefs, the tradie is looking for solutions that provide results
that are a little special, that require solid technique, and that
are very quick. Time is money. Tradies save time by using
their skill, experience and training.
For inexperienced DIYers, time is not so important. A short
list of their priorities would look something like this:
• Is it safe? Can I harm myself or others?
• If I make a mistake, how bad are the consequences? Can I
fix it later?
• Is it within my capabilities?
• Will the result “pass inspection” (from friends, family, a
partner)?
• Does it take longer than a long weekend to finish?
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What works
With this in mind, let’s consider a simple, but very revealing question: What is the single most successful DIY product/
tool of all time?
To even start to answer it, we have to work out what that
question actually means. Successful in terms of all-time
sales? Current popularity? As something that transformed
the industry? The best designed? The most used? The most
liked? The toughest? The most powerful? The most reliable?
Best value?
It’s a tough question. Though one person HNN poised this
question to had an almost immediate answer. A relatively
experienced DIYer who is married to a partner known for
having somewhat high standards, he sighed heavily, shrugged
his shoulders, and said “The excuse”.
So, that makes it a little easier to define what we mean by
the most successful DIY product/tool of all time.
It’s something that is even better than the excuse.
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A hard call that — but HNN does believe there is actually
a contender. It’s a product that is known to sometimes cause
marital stress, but has healed more rifts with partners than
chocolate fudge brownies and backrubs combined. In the
hands of a skilled master, it can produce amazing results, but
even the most duff of DIYers can pull off results — with time,
effort and care — that are passable, and worth the expense
and time.
More than any other product, it makes a house, a flat, an
apartment a home, something “owned” in a sense which is
way beyond a mortgage, a title deed or lease contract.
The answer (which is obvious when you really think about
it) is paint.
Everyone who has ever done any kind of DIY has done
some kind of painting. It might be a bookcase, a single bedroom, a kitchen, a bathroom, on up to an entire house, inside
and outside. What’s remarkable about this is that painting
is far from an easy task. It’s messy, it takes specialised equipment which can’t be used for anything else. It’s not dangerous
(except, possibly, when it comes to ladders), but it takes a big
commitment of time, and it can be, frankly, pretty tedious.
The accessibility of paint is shown in the numbers for the
Australian industry. IBISWorld estimates that Australian decorative and specialty paint manufacture is a $2 billion market,
with 304 companies participating,
which employ 4,150 people. That’s
excluding, mind you, imported
paint.
The most surprising thing,
however, is that this industry, in
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terms of both revenue and profit, is heavily geared towards
the DIY market. Sales to trade are important, but that is responsible for only 30% of net profit.

What makes paint different?
How did paint get to be so successful in DIY? One of the
first and most obvious things to note is that paint companies,
over at least the past 20 years, have worked hard to develop
two different categories of paint. One is aimed at the trades
and one is aimed directly at the DIY market.
Trade paint tries to achieve three main goals, which are,
in order of their importance: good value for money, superior
finish, and medium-term durability.
The goals for DIY paint are quite different. The main goals,
which share equal importance, are: ease of application, guaranteed results, and long-term durability.
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It’s clear why there are such differences in these goals.
For tradies who have either served an apprenticeship as a
painter, or had quite a bit of experience at painting, paying
for paint that is easier to apply just doesn’t make sense. They
would prefer to pay less, and to rely on their own hard-won
skills to make sure the end result measures up. The end finish
has to be good, to suit the expectations of customers, and it
had better last for several years at least, but the rest isn’t all
that important.
For DIYers, however, the most important thing is getting
the job done so that it is at least adequate. With limited painting experience, and probably a gap of two or three years since
the last time they painted anything, they can rely on only the
most basic skills.
Beyond just getting the paint to
stick to the walls and ceiling, their
major fear is that somehow when
the paint dries it’s not going to look
good. They need a paint that is going to be as forgiving as possible.
Finally, so difficult is the painting
experience, that they need something that is going to last as long
as possible. For that alone, they are
willing to pay a great deal.

Valspar advertisement that emphasises the ease of producing a great finish.

What’s interesting about all these
aspects of DIY paint is that they
have very little to do with the actual
retailer. Most DIYers who buy paint
arrive at the store pre-disposed,
possessing a range of prejudices
and judgements. They usually have
one or two main preferences in
paints, and they will make a choice Australia’s DuluxGroup advertisements making use of the Mythbusters TV duo emphasise
the longevity of its consumer paint brand.
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between them based on perceived quality, and price versus
performance.
Those choices will be based mainly on two factors: past
experience, and the narrative that has been supplied to them
via advertising. The retailer’s role is to tint the paint to their
preference, to advise — perhaps — on undercoats, but that’s
about it.

Why only paint?
Let’s contrast that situation with the one that is currently
present in — to pick a clear category — power tools. Most retailers do make some attempt to split out what they think of
as DIY tools from trade tools. However, this is largely done on
the basis of quality, durability and price. DIY tools are, for the
most part, cheaper, less durable, and less well-designed.
This isn’t entirely pointless. It’s true that the average DIYer
is not going to get full value out of a $350 18-volt Makita impact driver. That’s a tool designed to last a professional a good
five years or more, no matter how constantly it is used on
tough jobs. So the thoughtful and considerate home improvement retailer will direct customers to the “consumer brands”,
such as Bosch Green, or Black & Decker, and, at Bunnings,
Ryobi or Ozito.
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Yet, does this really make sense? The paint experience
indicates not that DIYers are interested in paying as little as
possible for everything, but rather that they are willing to
pay a great deal more for products which answer their major
problem — which is, typically, that they are not confident in
their skills (often with good reason).
To use a concrete example where the “cheaper is better for
the DIYer” principle has been shown to not work all that well,
let’s take the single most common tool out there, the cordless
power drill/screwdriver.
The Sweet Home is a US-based website which is regarded
as being one of the best “home gadget” sites on the internet.
Every year, they review a large number of drills, and
select the one which they think will meet the needs of
homeowners the very best. In 2016 the reviewers selected
six test drills and used these to drive 1,669 three-inch
screws and bore 345 one-inch holes in testing to find the
best of the bunch.
The winner? It was the Bosch Blue PS31-2A 12-Volt Max
Drill/Driver. While that specific model is not sold in Australia, it seems very close in specification to the Bosch
Blue Bosch GSR 10.8-2-LI 10.8V (though that drill has a
hex chuck). It’s a standard drill/driver, but does provide a
maximum 30 newton-metres (nm) of torque, up from the
more standard 20nm.
Bosch PS31-2A 12-Volt max lithium-ion 3/8-inch 2-speed
drill/driver kit with 2 batteries, charger and case. USD120
Wait a minute — a Bosch Blue “professional” tool, in
on Amazon. Link to The Sweet Home review:
12-volt no less, recommended for the average DIY home
goo.gl/lhLw6Y
owner?
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It’s not just The Sweet Home, either offering this kind
of advice. UK newspaper The Independent recommended
the Einhell TE-CD 12 Li drill, similar in specifications to the
Bosch, but with on 25 nm of torque, as its ideal drill for DIYers who use a drill more than once a month.
That said, this does go against much of the advice that
is common in Australia and overseas. Most home improvement retail staff would, without hesitation, probably recommend an 18-volt hammerdrill as being the best all-round
drill for home use, probably in one of the cheaper, “DIY”
brands.
Typical of this line of thinking is the recommendation
made by US online magazine Popular Mechanics, which
suggests the Ryobi 18-volt P203 was the ideal drill for DIYers.
Business Insider, similarly, doesn’t even consider 12-volt in its
selection of the top drills available. It’s an attitude common
from both specialist and non-specialist sources.

The other way
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Why does the Bosch 12-volt drill make sense for the 60%
of inexperienced DIYers? One main reason has to do with
storage. If the drill is used, say, about once a fortnight, and it
is kept in the garage or the garden shed, the Rule of Family
Storage Drift means it will, at some stage, get lost for a period
of time.
A smaller drill, with a single battery, can be kept in a closet
or a kitchen drawer, ready to be used instantly. To use another external analogy, it’s a bit like cameras. What camera
do you use most of the time? You might have a really fancy
DSLR, but it’s likely most of your photographs get taken with
your smartphone. Availability is incredibly important.

Making choices
Neither approach is necessarily right or wrong. What is
evident, however, is that the approach used by The Sweet
Home is one most home improvement retailers in Australia
don’t often consider.

What can be learned from paint?
If we go back to the paint example, we can see that what
helped make paint so successful has been understanding that
DIY and trade users have different priorities and needs. What
happens when we apply that same kind of thinking to drills?
Where the tradie is looking for a reliable workhorse, DIYers
may be buying their first drill, or even more commonly, their
first cordless drill. For them this isn’t about a tool that is highly performant, but rather one that will help them to do things
they haven’t done before.
That’s really the key. Without a drill, hanging a picture
would come down to guessing where a wall stud was and
banging in a nail. Putting up shelves, even simple “floating”
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Einhell TE-CD 12 Li 12V Lithium Cordess Drill.
gbp70 on Amazon. Link to Independent review:
goo.gl/FGyvtZ

shelves, would be impossible. Given the poor level of
DIY skills many DIYers have, even screwing in screws
can seem a very daunting task with a regular screwdriver, but become easy with a basic drill.
What do DIYers want in a drill? It needs to to powerful enough to get these simple jobs done, but it also
needs to be easy to use, lightweight, and comfortable in
smaller hands. And, as we mentioned above, something
that an be stored near at hand.
Then there is IKEA. For many drill users, the drill
becomes the ideal way to take much of the hassle out
of assembling IKEA furniture. Fitted with the right hex
bit, it flies through assembly processes that otherwise
take endless, annoying turning and turning with an
Allen key.
For the low-end DIYer, then, power tools really represent an extension of their capabilities. It’s not about doing familiar things better and faster, it’s about being able
to do things they could only dream of doing previously.

Drill fitted with hex bit for driving IKEA fasteners. To see
just how far home owners will go to make their IKEA furniture last longer, read: How to Assemble Ikea, So it Lasts!

Other tools
Several tool manufacturers really understand the needs of
the DIY market. In particular, the Worx brand produced by
the China-based Positec has long designed unique and interesting tools that make use of this understanding of DIYers.
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Take, for example, the Worx WorxSaw. This is a small,
one-handed circular saw that makes use (in the smallest, 400Watt model) of a 85mm diameter saw blade. There are tradie
versions of this saw made as well, under Positec’s Rockwell
brand. For a tradie, this is the kind of saw that would be used
in awkward situations, where reaching up a vertical wall to
make cuts might be required, or for working in confined spaces such as low attics or the crawlspace under houses.
For the DIYer, however, this is a very different kind of
package. What it really does is to provide access to the power
and convenience of a full-scale circular saw, in a much smaller package, that is both easier to use, and much safer. Bear in
mind that for many DIYers the simple act of using a handsaw to cut through 100mm x 19mm pine board can be really
difficult. Handsaws require a surprising amount of skill and
experience to use successfully in producing a square cut.
Even the DIYer’s favourite cutting tool, the jigsaw, is actually quite difficult to use when it comes to producing a square
cut. It requires much less effort than a handsaw, but given it’s
actually designed for cutting curves and curlicues, it can be
difficult for the inexperienced to keep in a consistent, straight
line.
The WorxSaw, for the inexperienced DIYer, transforms the
task of a straight cut from several minutes, and likely a few
failed attempts, to 20 seconds and almost guaranteed success.
The safety aspect is particularly critical with this tool.
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goo.gl/8Gsyv2

Many DIYers really do understand
they are not safe with tools. Looking at the jagged blades of a serious circular saw, they can easily
imagine what will happen if they
miscalculate. The WorxSaw is still
a dangerous tool, but it takes a lot
more inattention to get into trouble
with it.
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Beyond this kind of safety and
WORX WorkSaw: https://www.worx.com/en-GB/WorxSaw-Compact-Circular-Saw-UK.aspx
convenience, the other feature
DIYers will look for in a tool is
versatility. Tools that can be used
for more than one function have a
high appeal value — even if those
tools actually are a little average at
both tasks. Take, for example, the
Worx Trans4mer pivoting jigsaw
tool. This is a lightweight, 12-volt
cordless jigsaw-like tool where the
cutting head pivots through 90
WORX Trans4mer
degrees. In one position it works
something like a traditional jigsaw,
and in the other position it works more like a very lightweight reciprocating saw.
It’s a good tool for lightweight craft work, as it’s very easy
to handle. It’s not all that good at heavier cutting as it lacks
the pendulum action which can help better jigsaws cut faster.
In the non-jigsaw configuration, however, it can be used for
a wide range of functions. It makes cutting through plastic
pipe and dowel rods much easier, and even works quite well
as a simple pruner for fruit trees and other smaller plants.
Looking beyond Worx, even more mainline tool manufacturers understand the kind of tools many DIYers are really
looking for. For example, Techtronic Industries (TTI) received
high praise for its Ridgid brand Stealth Force Brushless 18V
3-Speed Pulse Driver, which it advertises as having twice the
power and half the noise of comparable impact drivers. This
tool uses a variation in pressure through a sealed, oil-based
hydraulic chamber to create impact “pulses”, rather than the
usually spring-driven high impact anvil system used on most
impact drivers. It is both quieter and faster than the mechanical systems.
In bringing this tool technology to its Ryobi consumer
brand, TTI has taken a very different tact. It has released the
Ryobi QuietStrike, which uses oil-pulse technology tuned for
producing a low-level of noise, and around the same performance as a standard impact driver. This is an excellent
consumer insight. Standard impact drivers are exceptionally
noisy. Working through a Saturday afternoon on installing a
deck with a standard impact driver can pretty much wreck
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that part of the weekend for all the neighbours. HNN
believes this tool will be so attractive to many homeowner DIYers, that it will be deciding factor that causes
them to adopt the entire Ryobi tool system.
Another tool that fits into this category is the EasyCut 12 with NanoBlade technology developed by Bosch,
and set for release in Europe in early 2017. This replaces
jigsaws and sabre saws both in the workshop and in the
garden (for pruning) with a tool that uses a 4mm wide
chainsaw-like blade for cutting. This reduces vibration,
makes plunge cuts easy to achieve, and provides a broad,
65mm surface for making cuts.
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While so far we’ve looked only at how tailoring
offers directly for DIYers could work well for a few
Ryobi QuietStrike: https://goo.gl/H6u27p
power-tools. It applies much more generally than this.
Nail-guns are a good example. While these are
often thought of as being “professional” tools,
there is a reason why consumer brands such as
Ryobi have released their own, lightweight version of nail-guns: hammering in nails is actually
very difficult for low-end DIYers. It’s physically
tough, requires a surprising amount of skill, and
frequently results in persistent low-level injuries. Where for the tradie a nail-gun is a lifesaver when it comes to getting certain jobs done
quickly, for the DIYer it’s often the difference
between an agonising, difficult afternoon, and a
chore that is actually manageable.
Bosch EazyCut 12
Laser levels are another classic area where this
kind of thinking applies. For tradies and experienced DIYers, the task of, say, mounting a shelf on a wall and
getting it to be level by using the classic bubble-level doesn’t
seem all that difficult. For a beginning DIYer, however, it can
easily turn into a complex and bewildering task. The result
will often be a shelf that isn’t level, which means disassembling everything, potentially making a bad patch to the wall
paint, and putting it all up again — and possibly making the
same errors once more. Comparing that with spending $90
on a simple laser level makes the purchase seem much more
reasonable.

Implementation
The CEO of US-based big box retailer Lowe’s, Robert Niblock, made some comments about the new kinds of customer service needed in a 2009 interview with the Association for
Talent Development:
Six or seven years prior to the slowdown, there was a lot more
outsourcing of home maintenance. For example, customers
were outsourcing their lawn maintenance and their painting
but now they’re doing it themselves. Today you have more
DIY customers showing up who didn’t grow up doing the
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work themselves, and they lack experience. We’ve always
been able to help the DIY customer, but where there’s a lack
of experience, you have to make sure you spend extra time.
So it’s important that associates are aware that they might be
talking to a first-time do-it-yourselfer. We want our associates
to recognise that each customer’s situation is different and to
take the time to give the right amount of advice.
https://goo.gl/ielu9V

The important point here is the idea of “recognition”. It’s
easy for retail sales staff to fall into a pattern where their
main focus is on the task a customer needs to perform.
Without realising it, they end up treating a DIY customer as
though he or she is a kind of “mini-tradie”.
There is a general pattern that can work in selling to these
customers. The mistake that most sales staff make in the
beginning is concentrating on the task at hand, instead of on
the customer. The first questions, at least, should be about
the customer, their level of experience, what tools or capabilities they might have.
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From there the salesperson can move on to defining some
of the options. For example, they can indicate to a customer
who is putting up a shelf that for more experienced people, a
mechanical level works really well, but if you are a bit uncertain, a self-levelling laser level can make part of the job much
easier.
Of course, this is expensive. Staff need to be trained. At
critical times, especially on the weekends, there needs to be
adequate staff on the floor, so that they can spend enough
time solving the problems of customers. But, just as with
paint, where the very expensive advertising campaigns, and
product development to make paints easier to use, are balanced by several multiples of margins on consumer paints
versus trade paints, the high margins on most consumer-oriented tools are also there for a reason.

Conclusion
The good news is that DIY consumers do actually value the
kind of time and attention independents can offer. But this
is very different time and attention from what is typically
supplied at most home improvement retailers today. At the
risk of sounding overly optimistic, inexperienced, untrained
consumers really are not a problem. They represent a very
good opportunity for sales and growth.
Bunnings has become the “default” choice of these consumers, but they haven’t done a great job of directly capturing
this market. That is largely because the main marketing driver of Bunnings — low prices — is a secondary driver in this
market. Just as they are willing to pay much more for paint
that is easier to apply, they are willing to pay much more for
solutions in tools and products that makes success easier to
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achieve in DIY.
The question that faces the overall home improvement
industry is whether whoever (or whatever) ends up owning
HTH — and, in the future, perhaps Mitre 10 as well — will
be willing to invest the time and capital to expand into this
market. Doing so could be the first step to creating a truly
competitive environment.
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The retail future:
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Power-tools as a service?
If there is an area of hardware for tradies
and other professionals that is dominated by
Bunnings, it is the cordless power-tool category. HNN believes a new industry trend could
develop to change that.
Bunnings’ achievement, built up over 20
years, is considerable. Leveraging volume, its
key exclusive relationship with Hong Kongbased Techtronic Industries (TTI), and a clever utilisation of the direct-from-China supply
chain through intermediaries such as Ozito,
Bunnings has managed to deliver outstanding
value to both consumers and professionals.
While the company’s presence in the DIY
market is almost overwhelming, its dominance is somewhat moderated in the professional tools area. Some key brands, such
as TTI’s Milwaukee, can only be purchased
through specialist tool suppliers.
hnn.bz

Other “tradie” power tool brands such as Makita, have not
only actively pursued distribution through independents,
but have developed some product lines — such as Makita’s
MT series — that are ideally suited to their operations.
Nonetheless, Bunnings has a big impact in the professional
market. It’s not only that independents are missing out on
some sales, or seeing the sales they do manage to make bring
in relatively low margins. There is also a whole range of adjacent sales that get missed as well.
Directly, that includes power tool accessories, such as
blades, bits, replacement abrasives and cases. Indirectly,
however, there is also the “one-trip” factor: when a tradie is in
a hardware store for any purpose, they are likely to pick up
some additional items they know they will need in the near
future.
What if there was something that would, comprehensively, level the playing field when it came to competing in the
power tool market with Bunnings? What if that “something”
not only helped deliver decent profits in that area, but also
enhanced the strongest selling point for independents when
it comes to the professional market — the establishment of
ongoing, reliable relationships?

The coming of leasing
38

While it is unlikely we will see anything developing immediately over the next two years, looking three years out HNN
can see several strong trends, in both the power-tool industry
and the building/construction industry, that could indicate a
major shift is coming.
That shift is, quite simply, from the current dominance
of tool ownership by professionals, to a 50/50 split between
ownership, and a form of tool leasing.
We could describe the latter, using modern phrasing, as
delivering power-tools as a service.

Hilti
There is nothing particularly new about tool leasing, of
course. Heavy and medium construction equipment (such as
backhoes) have been supplied on the basis of leases since the
1980s (at least). That industry naturally migrated to leasing
tools that cost less on an individual basis as well, a trend that
accelerated during the 1990s, and continues strongly through
to today.
The company that has made the most of this market is
the Lichtenstein-based Hilti Tools. Formed in the immediate
post-World War II years, Hilti developed its leasing market by
engaging with a particular “virtuous circle” of development.
As a leaser, there was a direct relationship between the quality of its tools and its leasing expenses. Typically, what causes
the most expense for a tool leasing company is the need to
repair and replace tools it has leased. This not only creates a
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Tools as a service

• Developments at Milwaukee
and now Bosch as well indicate
that connected tools will be important to the market over the
next five years.
• Connected tools, which ease tool
inventory, maintenance, repair,
retrieval and tracking, could
open the way for these two
companies to enter the world of
tool leasing.
• The dominant company in
leased tools in 2016 is the Lichenstein-based Hilti, which has a
strong presence in the European
and North American markets.
However, Hilti would seem to be
lagging behind in technology.
• If the Australian market moved
more towards leased tools,
this would likely be a boon for
independent retailers. It could
reduce the ability of Bunnings
to dominate the power tool
market through its supply chain
efficiencies and the low prices
that makes possible.

difficult situation with its customers, it also consumes much
time and expense. There is the need to have a “reserve” fleet
of tools for replacement, to send the replacement tool to the
customer, to fetch the faulty tool back, to make an assessment of the tool, to repair the tool so that it can be re-leased,
and so forth.
What Hilti found was that the comprehensive solution to
this problem was to make tools that were of simply outstanding quality. The better the tools were, the more inclined customers were to lease them, the lower the number of tools that
needed to be replaced, and when they did need to be replaced,
the tools were built to be easy to repair to a highly-reliable
condition. As a result, Hilti today has an almost obsessional
pursuit of the highest quality possible in its tools.
The company’s success has enabled it to continue expanding. Where its leasing services were at one time confined
to larger construction companies, it has been growing its
business with smaller customers, especially over the past six
years. Today it is relatively easy for a customer of any size
running a reliable business to sign up for leasing Hilti tools.
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As an example of how it makes these systems work, in
Australia Hilti has a relationship with Kennards, the wellknown tool and equipment rental business. If a leased Hilti
tool stops working for any reason, the user can take it into a
Kennards outlet, where it will be replaced with a similar tool.
When the original tool is repaired, the user goes back to the
same Kennards and swaps the loaner tool for the repaired
tool.
(It’s clever because, of course, it’s not only good for Hilti,
but also for Kennards. Being a virtual outlet for Hilti can help
Kennards further increase its business, especially as customers already leasing Hilti tools will know how to make the best
use of rental tools in general.)

Hilti services
Hilti has also continued to develop its services, at least in
large markets such as the US. The company now provides a
triple-layer of tool availability to customers. There is the core
leasing program, where customers enter into long-term leases
on tools. A secondary layer enables customers to also lease/
rent tools from one to 12 months, giving them access to tools
needed for a temporary expansion of their activities. On the
third level, Hilti offers daily rental of tools, making it easier
for customers to fulfil special requirements.

Changing market
While the Hilti story is one of hard-won and deserved
success, it’s also true that the company today is facing some
unique challenges. It’s a classic case of a company that succeeds so well with a particular business model that it fails
to catch the signs that it needs to change some of the funda-
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Bosch to launch
connected tools

German company to
match Milwaukee in
Q3 calendar 2016
Bosch has announced the coming
release of ten networkable power
tools. These will be available in
Europe before December 2016.
These include a range of measuring
devices which can be networked to
enable better data sharing. However, the outstanding tools Bosch has
announced include:
• 18-volt drill/driver: GSR 18 V-75 C
Professional
• 18-volt combi drill: GSB 18 V-75 C
Professional
• 18-volt cordless angle grinder:
GWS 18V-125 ISC
These will be joined by two other
tools, in January 2017, the GSR 18
V-60 C Professional and the GSB 18
V-60 C Professional. Bosch has yet
to specify what these are exactly,
but the model numbers indicate
these are also drills.
According to the Bosch press release regarding the two new drills:
These tools enable tradespeople to configure custom settings
for their tools and adapt them to
suit specific tasks – a particularly
useful feature for challenging applications. Users can, for instance,
set the ‘KickBack Control’ function
to trigger earlier via their smartphones. Users also receive warning
messages via the app when the
motors of their tools are stopped,
for instance due to overheating.

continues next page

mentals of what it is doing.
The company was already a little late to get onboard with
Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries for cordless technology, and
has been even slower in developing tools based on brushless
motors. While its general excellence meant it could “get away”
with that, it’s less likely to escape unscathed from the more
recent changes in technology.
For example, the company boasts of its considerable investment in research and development. In particular it mentions,
in the 2015 Hilti Annual Report, its newly developed system
for helping manage tool inventory across complex construction sites:
The larger the number of construction sites under management, the more complex it is to keep track of equipment and
consumables. Now there is a way to overcome this challenge.
ON!Track, a system-based solution made up of software, hardware and services, creates full asset transparency in terms of
status, condition and location. Assets are equipped with robust
RFID and bar code tags that are scanner- or smartphone-readable. This makes for flexible management by different departments and persons, no matter where the assets are located – in
the warehouse, at the office or on the construction site. And
ON!Track comes with training, advice and support.
https://goo.gl/3BS6uD
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While, with all its experience, it’s near certain this is a very
good system, it’s also one that is making use of technologies
developed 10 years ago.

Challengers
What could well end the dominance of Hilti in the cordless
power tool leasing market are the recent advances in technology. At the forefront of the new technology is TTI’s Milwaukee brand. Its One-Key product could be seen as essentially
“virtualising” much of what Hilti today does manually.
Tool tracking, both between customers and within a customer’s operation? One-Key enables its tools to “call in”, and
identify their geo-location.
Assessing the usage of tools, to see if this has conformed to
warranty conditions? One-Key can track the specifics of how
many tools are used.
Loss and theft issues? The One-Key tools would need to
have their location-tracking systems disabled if they were to
be on-sold. Aside from this being way beyond the capabilities
of your average tool-thief, that disabling would directly identify tools that had been stolen.
In other words, everything that TTI has introduced with
One-Key to help operators manage large fleets of tools, could
apply just as well to a leasing operation. It seems highly likely,
therefore, that Milwaukee will introduce some form of company tool leasing over the next three years.
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Bosch connected
The release indicates there will be
technology added to the cordless
angle grinder that extends the drill
technology still further:
In addition to the information
and settings that can be accessed
via smartphone, this tool is
equipped with an electronic HMI
color display on the top of the
tool. This ensures that tradespeople always have direct access to
information regarding the status of
their tools and important tips for
identifying problems, such as the
remaining running time of the new
GBA 18 V 6.3 Ah EneRacer Professional high-performance battery.
All of these tools will be controlled by the Bosch Toolbox App,
which will provide access to the
facilities previously accessed via
the TrackMyTools app and the
Measuring Master App. This app
also includes the ability to document information regarding construction and building, making it
a contributor to the growing trend
towards Building Information
Management.
When previously announcing
its move in this direction, Bosch
announced it intended to enable
this connectivity through an addon module to a standard set of
tools. There is no mention of such a
module in this press release, which
raises the possibility that these
functions will be “baked into” the
tools, rather than optional.
http://goo.gl/wi7oKS

Other brands
It’s not just TTI, either, as other brands are accelerating
their development. In particular Bosch (which, it pays to
remember, is a very big company, with vast technological
resources) has implemented some stopgap measures, and
has major developments planned. These first efforts, which
consist of Bluetooth beacons that are — literally — “stuck on”
to existing tools, are not exactly great, but the next phase will
(the company claims) be tools that can be upgraded to having
a direct Bluetooth linkage by plugging a subsystem into the
tool.

The lease market
The big question, of course, is whether tradies and other
professionals in Australia would consider moving from tool
ownership to tool leasing.
There are two main reasons why such a move might be
more acceptable today than it was six or seven years ago. The
first reason is simply down to one of the biggest problems
that businesses in the building/construction industry face:
the extreme volatility of the market.
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As uncertainty settles over the economy, residential, commercial and even civil construction continues to fluctuate
quite strongly. Viewed in overall terms, these variations in
demand don’t seem to be that large, but on a regional level
builders can easily find themselves working very hard one
year, and then with much less work the following year.
This can lead builders to “tool up” one year, only to find that
investment is not paying off two or three years down the line.
With the resale value of tools typically not that great, they
are basically stuck with ongoing overcapacity, and a poor use
of their business capital.
The second reason relates to the pace of change in the
power tool industry — which relates to the dynamics of that
market itself. From about 2005 to 2015 the cordless power
tool market took off as Lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries became
available, then surged in capability, driven in part by the
high-volume and high-performance demands of the burgeoning smartphone market. Added to this was the change from
brushed to brushless motors, which promised more power/
less battery drain.
These changes began to contribute to builders in particular
rethinking tool replacement cycles. Where four to six years
might once have seemed reasonable for a professional tool,
replacement in three years became more attractive, as the
latest tools offered capabilities that could directly support
profitability.
Milwaukee’s One-Key technology points the way to future
developments. Imagine, for example, circular saws that can
“follow” a laser line laid down over a timber board, or a drill/
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Hilti wins red dot design
awards

The Hilti BX 3 cordless direct fastening tool has won a reddot award
for 2016.
According to the description of
the tool accompanying the award:
The housing encases the motor,
tensioning belt and springs in an
unusually asymmetrical, optimally
balanced form. The dimensions and
weight are reduced to a minimum,
making the device easy to use. In
addition, the power tool features an
ergonomic, anti-slip and vibration-absorbing handle, as well as
a support foot with a scaffolding
hook.

impulse driver that can “learn” a drilling speed pattern, and
duplicate this automatically for repeated work through the
same grade of timber. This will influence not only construction work, but industrial assembly as well, reducing errors,
cutting down on time required, and helping to improve safety.
These two trends — the need for more flexibility due to uncertain construction markets, and ongoing advances in tool
capabilities, speed and safety — will feed off each other, and
possibly create a strong shift to a more lease-driven market.

Financial aspects
For larger construction companies, which have access to
very competent trained financial experts, and the benefit of
working at large scale which makes forecasting easier, making the buy/lease decision can be worked out with some confidence. For smaller construction crews and groups of tradies,
the calculations can be more difficult.
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A first step would be determining their total cost of tool
ownership, including purchase, financing, repair and maintenance. To this should be added a cost that reflects the
amount of debt that could have been retired if they hadn’t
had to purchase the tools. There are also taxation considerations, with recent tax changes meaning the total cost of
tools under $20,000 could be written off immediately by small
businesses, instead of being depreciated on a schedule.
The total cost of ownership over three years can be compared with the lease costs to give a rough guide as to whether
leasing makes sense.
There are, of course, other factors to be considered. Tradies
in some particular areas of expertise really do want to own
their tools, and are not that concerned about replacing them
with the “latest and greatest”. There’s little doubt that in
terms of direct ownership, tradies who take great care of
their tools, making them last in good shape for five years or
more, are likely achieving a high level of cost efficiency.
Equally, though, there is the argument that leasing tools is
really a way of obtaining a kind of insurance, and reducing
overall risk. It’s rare that even the very best tools carefully
handled don’t develop some kind of problem over three years
of hard use. As the optimistic Mr Murphy is alive and well,
this can often happen just when the tool is really needed, or
at the thin end of an expensive job, when cashflow is at its
lowest. At these times the established repair and servicing
arrangements of a lease can be very welcome.

Why use independents as outlets?
In Australia, the key to making power-tool leasing a good
option for manufacturers would be setting this up through
independent retailers. Leasing is, by its nature, a very relational activity. Independents would know which of their
customers leasing would best suit, and how to sell the idea
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Hilti results 2016 Q1

Hilti CEO Christoph Loos, from the annual
report, which can be accessed at:
https://goo.gl/3BS6uD
Hilti reports that its sales for the
first quarter of 2016 rose by 7.2%
in Swiss Francs (CHS), and 7.4% in
local currencies, as compared to
the previous corresponding period
(pcp), which was the first quarter
of 2015.
Growth in North America was
especially high, coming in at 12.5%,
while Europe also showed strength
with growth of 7.8%, both contrasted with the pcp. Easterm Europe,
Africa and the Middle East recorded more modest growth of 6.4%,
while the Asia Pacific grew by only
1.4% over the pcp. Latin America
fell by 8.9%. The European market
is Hilti’s largest, with its North
Amercian revenue about half that.
According to the CEO of Hilti,
Christoph Loos, the growth is a result of past investments. He stated:
Our extensive investments over
the past two years have set the
stage for outperforming the market
even under volatile economic conditions and giving us confidence for
significant sales growth in 2016.
This confirms our forward strategy
and we will invest further in selected growth initiatives.
Previously, Hilti has claimed
growth of 5.8% for 2015 as contrasted with 2014, when the results were
measured in local currencies.

to them. Importantly, there is also the element of trust. With
the independent relying on keeping individual customers
happy, those customers know they are not going to be misled.
Added to that is the sheer convenience of the independents. With good distribution, they would be readily accessible to most professionals. They already have facilities for
both the display and stocking of tools, and a thorough knowledge of which tools suit which requirements. With tools in
stock, they can also give tradies a chance to pick up tools, to
check out their heft and feel.
Just as importantly, there is a degree of socialising that
takes place at most independents. One tradie will see that
another tradie has joined the leasing program, and go over
to have a bit of a chat to see how all that is working out for
them. If the leasing program is living up to its promises, this
is a great way to spread the word, and increase the business.

Benefits to independents
In terms of competing against not just Bunnings but also
many specialist tool vendors (online and retail store), leasing
could offer independent retailers a considerable benefit.
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The major benefit is very simple and very powerful: price.
Leasing programs typically do not discount. There would
be rewards — as is only fair — for outlets that did a higher
volume of business. So it is possible that should Bunnings become involved in power-tool leasing, the margins the big-box
retailer obtained would be better than that of independent
retailers — but the price would be the same. Which means
competition would be largely based on service, where many
hardware retail independents outperform the general retail
market.

Conclusions
We’ve seen over the last 10 years a series of developments
that have largely favoured the big-box retailers in the home
improvement industry. It’s no accident that what we are seeing today in the power-tools industry are some developments
that, while they don’t disadvantage the big-box retailers, are
aimed at restoring more of the initiative to the manufacturers.
Just three years ago, the power-tool market seemed headed
towards increasing commodification. There were incremental
battles being fought over battery size and capability, brushed
and brushless motors, and the price these were delivered at.
In contrast, during 2016 every single one of the top five
power-tool companies has moved to differentiate its product
through new developments. TTI/Milwaukee has brought not
only One-Key but a number of other developments to market. Bosch is developing both technologies similar to One-Key
and interesting new tools in its “Green” DIY tools. Stanley
Black & Decker has launched FlexVolt, essentially a partial
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bridging between the world of 20-volt and 60-volt tools.
Makita has revised and refreshed its former Maktec range of
tools by launching its MT Series, along with a revised line of
12-volt tools. And Hitachi has linked up with Metabo, which
promises some interesting tools based on Hitachi’s expertise
in electric motors and Metabo’s expertise in battery technologies.
Overtly, the reason behind these developments could be
seen as a way of securing better margins in exchange for the
risk of innovation. However, it’s likely there is something
more at work here. There is also an increasing sophistication
in the tradie/professional market in Australia — and worldwide as well. Construction is getting smarter, tradies are
getting smarter. New materials, and new buyer demands, and
making the tradie/professional rethink how to do things.
For independent retailers in Australia that is universally a
good thing. It will increase the market demand for what they
have most to offer, which is knowledge, experience, and a willingness to establish business relationships based on mutual
respect. While many of the new technologies are radically
good,
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As the major global paint companies PPG, Sherwin-Williams and
Akzonobel have all released results
for the first two quarters of FY 2016
(which runs according to calendar
2016 for these companies), HNN is
presenting a summary of their results.
For the half-year, we concentrate
on the architectural paint aspect
of their businesses, with particular
reference to how markets are developing, and which channels are
performing well for different market
approaches. While the other aspects
of these companies are important,
and do have an indirect impact on
paint, experience indicates that understanding their half-year performance is difficult, and better left to
our summaries for the full-year results.
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In overall terms, there is a remarkably mixed
mood that comes out of reviewing these results.
While there is the sense of the North American
market recovering significantly from previous
downturns and pauses, it remains something of
a stuttering recovery. The situation in Western
Europe remains equally uncertain, and for global
players such as Akzonobel the looming exit of
Britain from the European Union is not so much
unfortunate, as simply another source of uncertainty, especially as regards currency exchange
rates.
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That said, while there is a general sense that the
results this half should be slightly better than they
are, all three of the companies have what we can
only describe as massive positives in their favour.
Sherwin-Williams is in the process of merging
Valspar into its company, and is predicting considerable gains, both from the company completing its global portfolio, and from what it claims
will be immediate synergies, which will provide
a boost as early as 2018. Added to that is Sherwin-Williams ongoing growth through its branded
direct-to-market stores, and positive results from
the release of its paints directly through the USbased big-box home improvement retailer Lowe’s.
PPG is another paint company that is buoyed by
the big-box movement, with its paints being distributed through The Home Depot, a direct rival
of Lowe’s in the big box retail area. The company’s
use of independent paint specialist stores seems to
be encountering a few difficulties, and has perhaps
not turned out to be quite the growth channel it
was hoped to be, but it is, as the company states,
a positive contributor to sales. PPG is a company
that is very driven by innovation in its chemical-based products, and it seems likely it will find
good opportunities in matching that capability up
with market needs in the near future.
Akzonobel has been a little beset by currency
fluctuation woes this half, but it has managed to

improve its operating margins across most of its
divisions, including paint. It does remain very sensitive to global influences — it’s the only company
here that mentioned the Muslim holy period of
Ramadan came early this year, which depressed
earnings in the second quarter slightly. However,
the general global market for paint does seem
to be looking up across much of Asia and other
regions.
Added to these specifics, all the paint companies agree that material costs will likely be at least
stable if not declining through to the end of 2016.
Titanium oxide (TiO2) may see a slight lift in the
third calendar quarter, but that is expected to be a
negligible increase.
One cause for ongoing uncertainty in paint markets is likely that it remains unclear how DIY and
trade-based, professional painting demand will
work itself out in the future. Sherwin-Williams
is definite in seeing professional painting taking
share away from DIY painting, while Akzonobel is
uncertain about any change in its markets. This
is a major consideration for paint companies, as
it affects everything from product composition,
marketing and channels. At the moment, it seems
likely that the actual demand for professional
painting is on the rise, but it is being held back by
the ongoing weak recovery. People paint themselves because they don’t feel they can invest in
professional work. This sets up another “triggered”
event, and the possibility the market could rapidly change over a very short space of time, if the
recovery gains strength.
To sum up, while it does seem world economies
will experience a genuine recovery within three
years, it will not be the same recovery that was expected two years ago. Markets have changed and
shifted. In planning for the medium term, those in
the paint manufacturing and retail industries may
have to adjust their expectations.
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Sherwin-Williams
US-based paint and coatings manufacturer
and retailer Sherwin-Williams has reported its
results for its second quarter ending 30 June
2016. The results were positive, reflecting both
the ongoing recovery in the US housing market
and the underlying economy, and the exposure
to those markets of Sherwin-Williams.
In half-year terms, the company’s sales revenue came in at USD5,794 million, up by 3.78%
on the previous corresponding period (pcp)
which was the first half of 2015. Gross profit
for the half increased by 8.83% over the pcp to
reach USD2,898 million. Net income lifted even
further, up 12.8% to USD542.9 million.
The company reports that it experienced a reduction in income tax provision as compared to
previous years, as it moved to a new accounting
standard (ASU 2016-09).

Paint Stores Group
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Sherwin-Williams operates its own paint outlets in North America, and it reported that likefor-like sales through this channel increased
by 8% over the pcp, to reach USD3.72 billion for
the half. The increase was driven by a higher
volume of architectural paint. The company reports opening 31 net new locations in this Paint
Stores Group (PSG) during this half, bringing
the total store count to 4117 in the US, Canada
and the Caribbean, up by 92 on the pcp. The 31
increase in stores consisted of opening 45 new
stores and closing 14, with most of the closures
relating to Sherwin-Williams’ earlier acquisition
of Comex. The company plans to open between
90 and 100 stores by the end of the current year.
Robert J. Wells, Sherwin-Williams’ senior
vice-president of communications and public
affairs, indicated that it was the Paint Stores
Group that helped improve the company’s gross
margin for second quarter 2016 by 2% to 50.8%.
He said:
More than half of the gross margin improvement in the quarter resulted from the positive
mix effect of Paint Stores Group, our highest
gross margin segment, outpacing the growth
of the other segments, coupled with increased
operating leverage from higher production and
distribution volume.
The company sees the PSG as continuing to
grow through to the end of the current year.

DIY/Contractor (tradie) markets
In a presentation Sherwin-Williams gave to
financial analysts in May 2016, the company em-

USD millions
Sherwin-Williams

FY 2016 H1

FY 2015 H1

Change

Net Sales

5,793.5

5,582.5

3.78%

EBIT

822.2

726.2

8.83%

Net Income

542.9

491.3

12.80%

Diluted earnings per share

$5.76

$5.07

13.61%

phasised a major shift it sees in the US market.
This is, for the company, a proportional increase
in its contractor (tradie) market over the DIY
market. For FY 2015, the company saw 59% of its
business (by revenue) go to contractors.
In the analysis of the US paint market provided at that presentation, the company indicated
that the DIY residential repaint market was
about 31% of the total market at 313 million
gallons (1185 million litres), while the Pro (tradie)
residential repaint market was about 21% of the
total market at 213 million gallons (806 million
litres). Non-residential repaint was estimated at
15% of the market with 125 million gallons (473
million litres).
The numbers for the first half of FY 2016
backed up this growth in contractor painting.
According to remarks at the investors’ conference call by the CEO of Sherwin-Williams, John
Morikis:
I’d say it’s been great deal of my time with our
customers and with our people in this segment,
and there’s a strong sense of bullishness in this
area. There’s continued growth in the residential
repaint area. This is yet another quarter for us
with double-digit gains in residential repaint.
Our commercial customers are really speaking
of a very solid book that currently exists, as well
as a number of bids in the pipeline. So, on the
architectural side, we’re really excited about this
market.
Mr Morikis expanded on these comments later, saying that he believed this growth stretched
into the future:
The discussions I’ve had with many customers
around the country would say that they’ve got a
good book of business that they’re dealing with
right now. They’ve got a good book of business
that they have in the pipeline either secured or
believe that they’re going to secure. But what
gives us, perhaps, most excitement is the pipeline
of bids that they’re looking at down the road.
They also feel – that’s why I mentioned earlier
that they are bullish about those as well.
This was further backed up by a remark from
the company’s chief financial officer, Sean Hennessy:
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I think, when you look at the results, I think, it’s
showing up, Jeff, that the painting contractor is
the faster growing – that the painting contractor is growing faster than DIY. I think that’s our
perception, and I think the facts bear that out.
The reason for the company’s ongoing optimism regarding growth of the overall paint
market is simply that the housing stock has
continued to grow, and this is lagging into demand for paint used for repaint purposes. As Mr
Wells expressed it:
If you look at the overall U.S. architectural
paint market, more than 80% of average annual
volume goes toward repaint and it’s applied to
structures that already exist.
If you look at that 740 million to 760 million
[gallons of paint] normalised range that dates
all the way back to the late 1990s. And we’ve had
three building cycles since the late 1990s that
have put a lot more square footage in place.
Our population has grown significantly since
then. So, we think it’s reasonable to adjust the
normalised expectation up based on primarily
repaint volume.

Raw materials
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Sherwin-Williams has a relatively complex
outlook on the pricing of raw materials, in particular Titanium oxide (TiO2). On raw materials
overall, Mr Wells said that the company expects
deflation of around 3% to 5% for FY 2016. He
pointed to stable prices for latex and acrylic
monomer, as well as chemical grade propylene.
He said that the major suppliers of TiO2 would
gain “some traction” in terms of a price increase,
but that even with that, it would just bring the
price up to the level it was at the end of 2015.
The expected increase would be only USD0.02 to
USD0.03 per kilogram, which is not significant
on a percentage basis. However, a further third
quarter increase in TiO2 prices was likely, and
Mr Wells believes that will actually drive the
price higher by a more noticeable amount.

Analysis
Modelling the paint industry and the place
of a major paint company within that industry
is always difficult. In general, it’s possible to
identify medium-term total demand moderately
reliably, but how exactly that demand gets expressed in the market, and how that expression
then plays out for individual companies is very
hard to predict well.
In particular, when there is an interruption to
supply and demand, such as occurred during
the low periods of the global financial crisis, a
“rubber-band” effect comes into play. At some
point the housing market receives enough
positive economic signals that it begins building
again. This is at first tentative, but if the eco-

nomic signals continue to strengthen, there is
a sudden rush into the construction market, as
various builders attempt to seize more market
share.
At some point a minor market glut comes
about, and the builders sharply drop supply,
until market forces signal once again that there
is adequate demand. With luck, the response
to that second wave of demand signals is more
moderate, though a short-lived glut is still likely.
This will then be followed by a smoothing out
of supply and demand.
The US market is, with some luck, a couple of
years away from that smoothing out. For the
paint market, the question is how the volatility in past years for residential construction is
going to work its way out as demand for repaint
product. Sherwin-Williams suffered a slight jolt
during this second quarter of FY 2016, reflected
in the fact that it missed earlier earnings estimates. It seems likely it will perform well over
the next three or even four quarters, and then
suffer another slight jolt, as the early housing
demand fluctuations hit it.
This is further complicated by the changes to
the company itself, which include its wide-scale
entry into new consumer channels as its paint
is distributed through US-based big box home
improvement chain Lowe’s, and it begins to
absorb and transform (and be transformed by)
its acquisition of Valspar.
One statement that can be made with some
confidence is that Sherwin-Williams is seeking
to optimise its operations so that they are most
profitable when operating at scale. This indicates a great faith in not just the US economy,
but also the worldwide economy. It seems likely
to HNN that this kind of business modelling
will become more common over the next three
years in industries associated with building
and construction. The fact is that most modern,
first-world economies are underbuilt in terms
of both housing and infrastructure. How that
demand gets resolved is still a question unanswered, but the fact of the demand is enough to
sustain the kind of optimism that Sherwin-Williams represents.
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PPG

USD millions
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US-based paint and coating manufacturer
PPG
PPG has reported a slight decline in revenue for
FY 2016 H1 FY 2015 H1
the first half of FY 2016. The revenue for the half
Net Sales
7,736
7,762
came in at USD7,736 million, down by 0.33% on
revenue for the previous corresponding period
EBIT
1,206
945
(pcp), which was the first half of FY 2015.
Net Income
717
659
Earnings before interest and taxation, however, show a sharp increase, up over 27% on the
Adjusted earnings per share
$2.66
$2.40
pcp, to USD1,206 million. Additional provisions
for income tax, however, have reduced the gain and recently launched products.
in reported net income for the half, which is
Local currency architectural coating sales
reported as USD717 million, a more modest gain increased in Mexico at more than the expected
of 8.8% on the pcp.
rate of double Mexican GDP as we have further
market penetration and the addition of over 100
Analysts’ presentation
new store locations year-to-date in 2016. Architectural volumes continue to expand rapidly in
In prepared remarks at the start of the preCentral America, particularly in Panama and
sentation of the company results to analysts,
Costa Rica due to the Company’s efforts to esthe PPG president and CEO, Michael McGarry,
tablish the presence in the region leveraging our
offered this description of how the company’s
prior year acquisitions of Comex and Consorcio
architectural paint division had performed
Latinoamericano.
during the second quarter of FY 2016:
After improving for three consecutive quarters, Overseas markets
volumes declined very modestly in the architectural EMEA [Europe, Middle East and Africa],
Asked about the performance of architecprimarily due to unfavourable weather patterns tural paint in overseas markets, Mr McGarry
and flooding across portions of Western Europe was positive about sales in Europe. He noted a
during the second quarter. Architectural coatslowdown in sales for Britain during June 2016,
ings declined by more than 20% in both Brazil
but said this had recovered in July 2016, which
and China reflecting slowing end-use market
was above July 2015. He sees similar sales trends
conditions in those countries. Countering these throughout much of Europe.
declines was above market architectural coatIn regards to a steep, 20% fall in sales in
ings growth in Mexico and Australia.
China, Mr McGarry puts this down both to the
Sales volumes also declined in architectural
decline in the construction market there, and
US and Canada in aggregate with varied results the consequent necessity for PPG to tighten its
by channel. Company-owned stores increased
terms of credit. He noted that sales of premium
volumes by low single digit percentage as we be- paint actually rose in China, though it remains a
gin to see initial benefits from prior investments smaller segment in that market.
to improve our store networks and expanded
In terms of PPG’s acquisition of the Latin
penetration into certain end-use submarkets.
American part of the Comex company, Mr McVolumes selling on the independent dealer
Garry continues to see positive growth trends
network consistent with prior quarters due to
for that business:
overall modest but continued structural decline
We’re bringing the PPG products into Comex.
within the channel. Despite the volume decline, That has continued the acceleration that Comex
this channel continues to create shareholder val- sales, that’s why we’re more than two times GDP.
ue for PPG as we are able to effectively manage The Comex team continues to perform at a very
our cost and maintain good returns.
high level. We’ve been pleased, we’ve added over
Volumes were lower in the national retail
100 stores in the first half of the year, so we’re
accounts or DIY channel, this was due in part
adding this store every other day, basically, we
to comparison to solid volume growth in last
anticipate having over 170 stores by the end of
year’s second quarter coupled with current year the year.
customer initiatives to structurally lower their
In Australia, PPG reports that its sales of
inventory levels. However, our product sales to
architectural coatings are growing at above the
the DIY end-customers also known as point-ofmarket rate.
sale or out the door sales were higher year-overyear benefiting from sales of some of our new
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Change
-0.33%
27.62%
8.80%
10.83%

DIY paint market
In response to an analyst’s question about the
company’s initiatives in its DIY paint category,
Mr McGarry responded:
When you look at the DIY space, if you’ve
been in a Home Depot store they have recently
launched two new Glidden products, Glidden
Diamond and Glidden Essentials, both of those
products are performing quite well. In Walmart
they also have a Glidden Complete that’s going.
And then if you look at Menards, we have a
super-premium price point, Paramount and that
has been performing as well. So I think as these
new products get deeper footholds in the minds
of our DIY customers, we expect that to continue
to be a positive for the business.
PPG has also commented that there has been
a slight decline in paint sales into one of its bigbox customers, as that business introduces new
systems which reduce the amount of inventory
it needs to carry.

Independent dealer channel
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share in that regard. I do not envision that that
trend line is going to change, and so the other
issue you have is that for some of these independent dealers, they have no succession plans.
And so sometimes as they get older, they decide
to either sell out or they decide to close their
doors. So it’s something that we are managing
very closely, like Vince mentioned that we are
able to adjust our cost structure to match this
decline rate. It’s a very profitable segment for us,
so we’re very happy to have these customers, but
it is a drag if you will on the overall growth rate
of the business
Building up the independent dealer channel
was one of the initiatives that PPG entered
into after its acquisition of the US architectural
paints division of Azko-Nobel. In March of 2014,
PPG described its expansion in this area:
The 2013 acquisition of AkzoNobel’s North
American decorative coatings business significantly enhanced PPG’s stable of brands
available to serve the pro through the independent dealer network, and it made possible the
creation of a new, dealer-exclusive brand that
will combine the heritage of the PPG Pittsburgh
Paints and DEVOE® brands. The completely new
PPG Pittsburgh Paints brand, which will launch
in late 2014, will incorporate some of the bestknown Devoe paint sub-brands under the PPG
Pittsburgh Paints parent brand and be available
to professional customers only through independent dealers. “The uniting of the strong equities
of the PPG Pittsburgh Paints and Devoe Paints
brands into this completely redesigned brand
offers a powerful option to dealers who want
to support a brand that will not be in company
stores and home centres,” [PPG director of pro
marketing, architectural coatings, Tom Dougherty] said. “We’re really excited to be able to offer
this option to our dealers as one of many in our
portfolio.”
In addition to the soon to be relaunched PPG
Paints and PPG Pittsburgh Paints brands,
the other strong brand options from PPG for
independent dealers include the PPG Porter
Paints and GLIDDEN® brands. Finally, a recent
PPG acquisition of a minority equity stake in
The Coatings Alliance enables the company to
add the super-premium C2® Paint brand to its
industry-leading dealer portfolio.
“Simply put, the independent dealer is a critical
component of our strategy to reach the professional customer, and we are really proud to
be able to work with our dealers to offer many
options,” Dougherty said.

Mr McGarry, in response to another analyst
question, clarified some of the difficulty PPG
is facing in the market, in particular with the
independent paint dealer channel:
What I would tell you first of all is that you
have, you know, our share of the dealer market,
so we are probably a little overweighted in that
area and that continue to be a decline. Then
don’t forget we bought a broken Akzo business
and we are radically fixing that at a good clip.
That’s been a good acquisition. It’s returned a
lot of value. We’ve outperformed in the synergies
and now our goal is to get that growth rate up to
match the industry average or better. And then
finally with the DIY segment and as I mentioned
earlier on the call, we have worked with our
channel partners to bring out some additional
products in that regard.
PPG’s vice-president of finance, Vince Morales,
indicated that while the independent dealer
channel was not outperforming, it still represented reasonable value from PPG’s perspective:
We know the pace of decline in the independent dealer channel. We’re able to match that
or actually exceed that with cost outs. So this
remains a good return channel for us, the shareholder value creation channel, it’s going to be a
long time before that channel evaporate. So we
are pleased with the cash flow, it’s a low investment channel and again a channel we’re not
displeased to part of.
Mr McGarry added further clarification about Raw materials
PPG’s attitude to this channel in response to
another analyst’s question:
In response to an analyst’s question about raw
We’ve been consistent in saying that it’s in a
material costs, Mr McGarry indicated that he
slow decline, low single digits as the big boxes as thought deflation in the cost of Titanium oxide
well as the company-owned store network takes (TiO2) would continue through 2016. He said
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that global paint production had not increased
by that much, and that the costs for raw material producers continued to be contained. He
concluded that:
So I would tell you overall, we are pretty, we are
going to have to continue to fight hard for what
we have, but raw material deflation is slowing
but not over.

Analysis
In a presentation to investment analysts in
June 2016, PPG stressed the importance the
company places on innovation. This includes
innovations that it develops through its own
research and development, as well as innovations it gets access to through acquisitions. One
graph prepared by the company presents what
it sees as its spending on R&D as compared to
other major paint companies in the US market:

Innovation really is one of the core values
for PPG. The current state of the architectural
paint market in the US and worldwide is not
one that particularly rewards that innovation
to the level that it deserves. Instead there is,
for most paint companies, a great deal more
importance attached to the sales channels for
paint. While PPG has not made bad decisions in
this area, it has also not made the best possible
choices.
As demand moves more towards its peak over
the coming five years, however, the effects of
channel distribution will likely become less
important. Less certain is how PPG’s overseas
investments, particular in more risky regions
such as Latin America and China, will develop.
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PAINT-O-RAMA

Akzonobel
Akzonobel has released results for the first
half of FY 2016. Overall revenue for the company
came in at EUR7,141 million, down by 5.29% on
the previous corresponding period (pcp), which
was the first half of FY 2015. The company states
that this was mainly due to adverse fluctuations
in the rate of exchange on non-Euro currencies.
Earnings before interest and taxation (EBIT)
rose by over 7% to EUR848 million, delivering a
return on sales ratio of 11.9%, up by 1.27% over
the pcp’s 10.5%. Net income was even more
positive, coming in at EUR552 million, up 12.42%
on the pcp.

Decorative paints
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The positive earnings performance was driven
by a 1% increase in volume, particularly in decorative paints and performance coatings, according to the company. Sales revenue for decorative
paints declined by 5.34% over the pcp, while the
division’s EBIT increased by 2.81%. Akzonobel
reports that decorative paint volumes increased
in Asia, fell in Latin America, and were slightly
down across its European operations.
While decorative paints was hit with a 7%
reduction in revenue due to the effect of negative currency fluctuations, it made a 1% gain
in volume, but lost that 1% on its price/product
mix equation.
Decorative paints for Akzonobel is split between 75% paint for maintenance, renovation
and repair, and 25% for new build projects. It
provides 27% of the company’s overall revenues,
and 20% of its operating income.
The division employs 14,900 people worldwide,
and the company states it provides a return on
investment (RoI) of 11.7%. Some 55% of its market is in Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA),
and 30% is in Asia. The division is the number
one supplier in the UK and Ireland market,
most of the European continent, South America
and Africa.

EUR millions
Akzonobel

FY 2016 H1

FY 2015 H1

Change

Net Sales

7,141

7540

-5.29%

EBIT

848

792

7.07%

Net Income

552

491

1.37%

Return on sales

11.9%

10.5%

1.37%

Net Sales

1,916

2,024

-5.34

EBIT

183

178

2.81%

Decorative Paint

Overall it’s too early to determine the full
impact as a result of the outcome of the UK referendum. Although in the run up to the UK referendum and immediately afterwards we did see
a slowdown in activity in our markets in the UK.
We’ve also seen housing rotations reacting to
the outcome of the vote but it is unclear whether this is short term or medium term trend. We
have a strong presence in the UK, in 2015 our
total revenue was around 1 billion, around 7% of
our revenue and our invested capital was [EUR]
833 million and we had around 3500 colleagues
based in the UK, a very relevant country for us.
One part of course is our decorative paints
business. Market leading paint brands like Dulux and Cuprinol are part of this business and
this business is mostly local and fairly naturally
hedged, which means we make and sell around
the same value of products inside the UK. Where
we’re not naturally hedged is in the area of raw
materials where we sometimes have to import
[US] dollar denominated raw materials into the
country resulting in some transactional foreign
exchange exposure especially with the recent
currency developments that have taken place.
This was an item that was revisited in the
course of the analysts’ questions. In response to
one such question Mr Buchner, stated:

UK post-Brexit market
With heavy exposure both to the UK market
and the European Union as a whole, the question of what effect the UK’s vote to leave the EU
(“Brexit”) will have on Akzonobel has received
some attention. Akzonobel’s CEO, Ton Buchner,
made some statements regarding this in the
prepared comments at the start of the analysts’
conference call for the release of the company’s
FY 2016 second quarter results:
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Have there been any perceptions of market
share loss in Q2 in Europe? The answer would be
no, we take this very carefully and we’ve not observed market share loss in any of the relevant
European countries that we operate in.
Mr Buchner expanded on this further in response to a subsequent question.
Regarding deco as I indicated when I highlighted around the slide that was dealing with
the UK referendum, in the run up to the actual
referendum date we have seen a slowdown and
the business has not recovered since as such
because the insecurity is still there and as I indicated we don’t know whether that is a trend or
whether that is a short term effect. We are keeping close track of the housing rotation statistics
in the UK and we will continue to do so. That
is our exposure of course the housing market
regarding the decorative paints business both
on the trade side and on some of the dealings
with the big boxes.
Asked if, given this, there was any difference
emerging in trade and retail sales, Mr Buchner
said:
Yes at this point in time I guess we just see
clearly different general environment on both
sides, I think both consumers and the trades are
basically still trying to figure out what it means
for them personally and so at the moment I can’t
really make comments on a different shaded
demand across Western Europe, and particuresponse between those two.
larly in the UK, but it is not clear Akzonobel is
positioned to really take advantage of this.
Analysis
More than any other major paint company,
Akzonobel has exposed itself to developing
Operationally Akzonobel is showing gains
economies. This is a positive long-medium term
across its businesses, including decorative
strategy (five to six years), but carries significant
paints. However, it is also noticeable that in
risk over the coming two years.
terms of market expansion its decorative paint
This could turn out to have been a canny
operation is not performing. This includes the
choice, with Akzonobel developing close relawell regarded non-Australian Dulux operations tions that will pay off handsomely in better
(which are sold by Wesfarmers’ Homebase
times. It remains to be seen if seizing this sort
stores in the UK).
of first-mover advantage ends up being a better
In part this is due to the uncertainty in the
strategy than the second-mover advantage
markets where it operates, which has only been which would make use of the relations Akzonoincreased by concerns over the UK’s Brexit
bel has worked so hard to establish.
“strategy”. There is certainly pent-up housing
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Advertising
on social media

The idea of social media advertising (SMA)
can sometimes confuse business owners just
a little. To confirm this you need go no further
than one hardware magazine which recently
published an article with a headline indicating it was about advertising — but turned out
to be about social media marketing (SMM).
What’s the difference? Well, SMM has to do
with curating a business’s presence on social
media such as Facebook, LinkedIn and Twitter — making posts, responding to comments,
and so forth.
SMA is entirely different.
hnn.bz

Social media services such as Facebook, LinkedIn and
Twitter are free for users, so they have to make their money
somehow. That “somehow” turns out to be by selling advertising to companies interested in reaching their huge audiences.
One of the real appeals of SMA is that it is both more immediately effective and much, much easier to maintain.
As anyone who has dipped a toe into the world of SMM
knows, having to think up something new to write every
couple of days, respond to sometimes odd comments, moderate arguments between commenters, and steer clear of (to be
frank) the complete nut cases who think that because your
site is a company they can say whatever they please — all
that can be hard work.
Even worse, if you do something wrong, it can potentially
have wide-reaching and negative consequences. There’s nothing like waking up to find that one of your tweets has just
gone viral because you misspelled one vital word.
Added to that is the fact that it takes time for SMM to
work. Just getting to “average” in SMM can take a year of
concerted effort.
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As compared to SMM, SMA has one single, outstanding
drawback: it costs money. But really, if you add up all the time
that needs to be spent to make a Facebook or Twitter account
really effective, it’s likely that in comparison SMA is something of a real bargain.

Getting started
This kind of advertising is like anything that has a number
of really quite simple steps that all depend on each other: doing it the first time is a bit of a challenge, but by the time you
do your third one, it seems pretty automatic.
To help you get started, HNN is providing this quick overview of how SMA works.

Choosing a service
To start with what isn’t going to work, while both Pinterest
and Houzz offer great contact with the kinds of audiences
home improvement retailers want to reach, they have obstacles. Pinterest simply doesn’t offer advertising in Australia.
Houzz does, but it’s an expensive service, costing around
$5000 a year.
If your business would benefit from exposure through
these media, the only real choice is SMM. The good side of
this is that maintaining a presence on both these is much
easier than maintaining a presence on the other three media
we will look at.
Those three services, the ones that make the most sense
are: Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn.
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Social media advertising

• Social media marketing involves
curating a presence in social
media.
• Social media advertising is
about paying money for advertising.
• Its major advantage for home
improvement retailers is that
it enables very tight target
marketing, to geographic areas,
demographics, interest groups,
and other social media-linked
aspects of potential customers.
• Facebook has a broad cultural
reach, Twitter attracts early
adopters, and LinkedIn gives
access to professionals in trades,
building and construction.
• Creating your first ad and campaign can seem difficult, but by
the third time it’s quite simple.

Facebook
Facebook is familiar to just about everyone on the internet.
In fact, for an increasingly large number of people, Facebook almost is the internet. Its primary use is non-business,
with individuals using it to socially interact with family and
friends.
Users have a Facebook “page” where they can post content
such as descriptions of what they are doing and photographs.
Other users can comment on these “posts”, and lift the profile
of a page through “likes” — using the Facebook “thumbs up”
button.
Facebook’s use by businesses is secondary, and the results
for businesses outside of popular brands tend to be quite
mixed. Take a look at the Facebook pages for hardware
brands such as Hilti to see how this works.
However, using Facebook for ads is easy and very powerful. It simply has a truly extensive audience, and most home
improvement retailers will find a large proportion of their
audience represented there.

Twitter
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Twitter is quite different from Facebook. While users establish accounts, and have a home page, all of the real activity
takes place in the Twitter “stream”. Users post brief (under 140
character) messages, along with optional photographs.
Users choose to “follow” other users. When someone is followed, everything that user tweets shows up in the follower’s
stream of messages.
“Tweets” vary greatly
in content. Some are
jokes, others are responses and links to content
elsewhere on the internet. People interact by
responding directly to a
tweet, by “retweeting” a
tweet (which means they
spread it to their followers), or by liking a tweet.
Hashtags — the hash
(#) mark followed by one
or more key words — are
very popular on Twitter.
It is a means of self-categorising content. Twitter
users will search for the
hashtag when they want
to view tweets across
Twitter about a particular subject.

http://goo.gl/xEIhZ1
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Twitter doesn’t have as broad an audience as Facebook
does, but it tends to be an influential audience. If a business is
seeking to contact the “early adopters” in just about any field,
this is a good place to start.

LinkedIn
LinkedIn is something of a non-obvious choice for hardware retailers. In many other countries, it might not be worth
it, but in Australia it definitely is.
Even if the target market is very
“blue collar”, as in plumbers, carpenters and electricians, LinkedIn
is a way to contact the more ambitious people in those professions.
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Users on LinkedIn begin by
filling in their professional details,
such a job history, education and
skills. They then “link up” with
other LinkedIn members, by sending a request to them to become
connected. Unlike both Facebook
and Twitter, LinkedIn members
can choose to pay for memberships
which give them more access to
data, and it has become a favoured
tool of recruiters as a consequence.

Segmentation

Market targeting page from Facebook. The geographic reach circle is based on the business address. On the right, the approximate audience numbers are show. Below the map
is where age and gender demographics are set.

Compared to other forms of advertising, SMA also seems
something of a bargain — if you handle it in the right way.
For many smaller hardware retailers, the big problem with
advertising is how they can effectively reach their target,
neighbourhood market, without having to pay for a much
broader spread.
Community newspapers at one time offered a fairly
effective option. However, these have continued to decline
in quality and relevance. Many, if not most of them take a
quick trip from the slot under the letterbox to the recycling
bin. Even printed letterbox flyers have become less effective.
They’ve been overused to the extent that they, too, join the
direct recycling cycle on delivery.
This is where SMA comes into its own. Every form of SMA
begins with the idea of exact targeting of your marketing
message. Looking at the three most appropriate social media for home improvement, this is the kind of targeting each
offers:

Twitter
• Location, based on city or region
• Gender

Market targeting from Twitter. In addition to geog-

• Twitter accounts similar to the accounts which follow your raphy, targeting by interests is possible.
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own Twitter account
• Accounts with commonly used keywords (hashtags)

Facebook
• Location (city, state, postcode)
• Demographics, such as age and gender
• Interests (hobbies, etc)
• Connections (people who have liked your Facebook home
page, and their connections)

LinkedIn
• Location (city, state)
• Job title
• Job function
• Job skills
• Demographics (gender, age)

Paying for ads
All three of these platforms offer quite similar payment
structures (which would seem to be based on Facebook ads).
They give a high degree of control to the advertiser, enabling
you to set an overall price maximum, as well as a daily maximum. So you could have an ad that ran for five days, with a
maximum of $25 per day, and an overall maximum of $100.
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These ads are also flexible in terms of what exactly you
will pay for. The two main choices are paying a fee “per click”,
for when a user clicks on your ad, or “per impression”, which
is every time a user views the ad.
One of the more special aspects of this kind of advertising
is that each ad the cost of the ads is itself not fixed. Instead,
advertisers usually set the maximum fee they are prepared
to pay. The supplier then “bids” for them, delivering the
lowest possible bid price, up to the maximum. It’s basically a
way for Facebook and the others to be paid more for areas in
high demand, and attract more advertising to areas with less
demand.

Payment options for Twitter ads.
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Preparing a campaign
This kind of ad campaign typically has a very clear, single
purpose. That purpose usually comes down to one of two
things: to invite the reader to take a specific action, such as to
visit a store; or to ask the reader to provide a piece of information, such as an email address.

Action
If the goal is an action, then the ad has to provide a direct
incentive. An ad that says “Come visit the store, because it’s a
good store and we’re nice people” is unlikely to be that successful. It is much better to say something like “Come visit
the store because we’re selling X-brand hammers at 30% off”.

Information
While the action goal is very attractive, it is likely the
information gathering will have better long-term effects.
Even though we have developed various sophisticated means
of spreading information, one of the more acceptable and
reliable ways of getting your message in front of customers is
still through emails. Even if all you do is to send out six or so
promotional emails a year, this is probably going to be one of
the better promotional moves you make.
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Designing an ad
While there are businesses that specialise in SMA ad design, these ads are not really so difficult to design yourself.
There are four elements to every
social media ad:
• A picture (this varies in size
• A headline
• Some body text
• A destination link for when the
viewer clicks on the ad

The audience
The first thing to do when comEffective Facebook ads
posing one of these ads is to get a clear picture in your mind
of whom the ad is aimed at. If you have someone who
you think of as the “typical” customer of the type you
want, get their image in your mind, and direct everything you do in the ad design to work with that person.

The picture
As it is the element that will first attract a reader to
the ad, the picture is very important. It’s usually a mistake to use something like a company logo in this position, as that won’t attract enough attention. A picture of
an exciting product can sometimes work, but the best
pictures are usually ones of people.
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Effective Twitter ad

The size of these pictures varies across the three social
media platforms, but they all share one characteristic: they
are very small. So you need to find a picture which can still be
understood at small sizes.
If you don’t have a picture that will do, and you would
prefer to use something generic but attention-grabbing, there
are a number of online graphic sites from which you can buy
these. In terms of low price, with an OK selection of images,
the website Graphic Leftovers (http://graphicleftovers.com) is
a good place to start. Most small images on this site are just
one or two US dollars.

The headline
Headlines perform three functions: they help to gain attention, to communicate the basics of what the ad is about, and
to set the overall tone of the ad.
Some headlines almost write themselves, based on what
you are promoting. For example: X-brand Li-ion impact driver
$229.
Others are a little more difficult. For example, to promote
an ad where the end result is to get an email address you
might use: Monthly tool discounts in your in-box.

The body
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The body is usually easy to write. You need to be clear
about what you are offering, and it needs to fit inside the
character limit the social media platform allows.

Getting it done
Perhaps the best advice for the first couple of ads you
develop is to give yourself a bit of time. Develop two or three
ads, and get people you trust on your staff, or even customers, to take a look at the ad, and tell you what they think of it.
Over a week or so and a couple of reworkings, you will likely
find that at least a reasonable ad will emerge.

Conclusion
SMA can offer exceptionally good value for money when
it comes to targeting narrow bands of consumers in confined geographic regions. It doesn’t have most of the ongoing
maintenance costs of SMM, but it reaches the same groups
of people. While it does represent a direct operational cash
outlay, costs can be contained, and, once good campaigns are
built, it consumes very little staff and management time.
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Kiwi flat-pack business

in this
update:
Tech gloves for
tradies
Mr DIY grows
from Malaysia
into Thailand
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Siam Hardware
Industry of
Thailand
to partner
with Maru-T
Ohtsuka
Corporation of
Japan
New Zealand
entrepreneur
launches flatpack business

began operating his
business.
Two years on, Mr Ellis had moved into his
new company headquarters and training
facility on Auckland’s
North Shore, from
where he runs the
company’s eight franchises spread around
New Zealand.
Mr Ellis said Kitset
Assembly Services
was already worth
“between NZD1.5 and
A young, Kiwi entre- and Placemakers. The bulb” moment when a NZD2 million”, and the
preneur says he has
partnership worked
man approached him company was expandcreated a million dollar both ways, Mr Ellis
at his part-time job at ing quickly. He plans
business by assemsaid, as the stores
Bunnings in Christon opening 10 more
bling the problematic ended up with more
church. Mr Ellis, who
franchises by the end
kitsets at customer’s
customers that were
was then only 18, took of the year, and to put
homes.
“really satisfied” with up the customer’s offer a “master franchise” in
Twenty-year-old Jor- their product.
of NZD100 to assemble Australia next year.
gen Ellis said his Kitset The company offers a his new swingseat,
Mr Ellis also wants
Assembly Services
home service operabecause he thought it to tackle the United
business has proved
tion assembling flatwasn’t a bad deal for
Kingdom and then the
so successful that he’s pack, or kitset prodan hour’s work.
United States where
offering franchisees.
ucts from bookcases to From here, it was
he said the flat-pack
He is also developing
garden sheds, its most full steam ahead. He
industry is worth
partnerships with
common project.
went out the next day, NZ24 billion.
New-Zealand-based
Mr Ellis started Kitbought NZD300 of
http://goo.gl/2q4WqV
hardware retailers
set Assembly Services tools, NZD10 worth
including Mitre 10
in 2014 after a “lightof business cards and

Paint tool makers
Thailand’s
Siam Hardware
Industry has
announced a
partnership with
Japanese tool
maker Maru-T
Ohtsuka Corporation. They
will introduce a
premium range of
painting equipment under the
Maru-T brand,

targeting homeowners, architects
and professional
painters.
The hardware
company will
also source sales
and distribution
channels and engage in marketing
activities. Pimpida Achariyasilp,
business development executive at

Siam Hardware
said:
Paint manufacturers are
constantly using
technology to improve the quality
and finish of their
paint, but not the
painting tools…
We see that there
is a market for
more customised
and high-grade
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brushes and rollers to produce a
much better paint
finish.
The products
that will be
initially available
includes micro-fibre paint rollers
(7- and 9-inch),
lint-free painting
rollers (also 7- and
9-inch), long-hair
painting rollers

(7-inch), Toji
brushes (traditional Japanese
painting brushes
in sizes from 30
to 60millimetres),
heavy-duty scrapers and extension
poles.
http://goo.gl/
G6ZDjz
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Mr D.I.Y.’s growth story
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Since it opened its
first outlet in 2005,
Malaysian-based home
improvement chain Mr
D.I.Y. has grown into
a popular retailer of
cut-price hardware and
household items. It operates over 220 outlets
in both Malaysia and
Thailand. The company is now setting its
sights on establishing
an even bigger international presence.
It experienced rapid
growth from 2010 after
the retailer began to
open stores in malls.
Senior marketing manager, Andy Chin said:
Mr D.I.Y started off
much like a traditional
hardware store. But
we’ve always had an
eye on growing the
business. As such, we
invested in a point-ofsale system from the
get-go. This was key to
an efficient and easy

expansion.
Mr Chin reveals that
it aims to open 70 new
outlets in Malaysia this
year, and so far, the
company is on schedule to meet this target.
Mr D.I.Y.’s first overseas outlet launched
in Bangkok, Thailand
early this year, and
the target is to have 20
outlets in the city by
the end of the year.
According to Mr
Chin, new outlets
are opened based on
market demand, which
it determines through
a mixture of in-house
analysis of self-collected data and business
acumen. He said:
Our market research
is quite extensive and
is based on raw data
that we collect from
our activities, as well
as from sales. Generally, once we have learnt
what works for a

certain kind of market, based on location,
surrounding population demographics
etc., we will apply the
same logic to a store
in an area with similar
circumstances.
Opening its first
mall-based outlet
marked a new trend
for the retailer. From
standalone shops, Mr
D.I.Y. eventually grew
to become an anchor
tenant and forged partnerships with large
retailers such as Tesco,
Giant and Aeon. Mr
Chin said:
Some might say we
are partnering with
the competition, but
we believe that we are
filling a gap in their
businesses. We carry
some 20,000 different
products across nine
categories. Our stores
are a one-stop-centre
for everything that a

home could need —
except groceries...
Store sizes can be
anything between
2,000sqft to 20,000sqft
but Mr Chin says its
average size is about
10,000sqft. Mr D.I.Y.
tries to add something
new to their stores
every week. He said:
Our purchasing
department is quite a
busy one as they have
to constantly bring in
new products. About
95% of our products
are imported. In a
month, we easily bring
in 200 containers’
worth of products from
China, Vietnam, Indonesia and Thailand.
The company’s motto
is “Always Low Prices”.
Mr Chin explains:
We looked at successful businesses in
developed countries
for inspiration. For
instance, we found
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that in Japan, healthy
competition in the
market kept prices low,
which was a means of
attracting customers…
Other strategies we
have employed include
purchasing in bulk or
even giving purchase
volume commitment,
not purchasing on
credit and doing our
own logistics.
Mr D.I.Y. runs its own
fleet of transport vehicles that are tasked
with delivering stock
from its warehouse
to its outlets all over
Malaysia every day.
Mr Chin estimates
the retailer serves
some 70 million
customers a year. The
average annual turnover is close to RM1billion (approximately
AUD32.5 million).
http://goo.gl/BhkJYc

news
Tradies wear
tech-proof gloves

Photo credit: Regi Varghese
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Tech-proof gloves have become the latest
must-have for brickies and sparkies wanting
to use their phone to blast hip-hop music, film
their mates or Snapchat while on the worksite.
It’s all part of the shift of tradies being beer
gut brutes to metrosexual men looking to stay
hip while getting their hands dirty. Social commentator Bernard Salt said the typical “bogan”
tradie image was becoming a thing of the past.
He told the Gold Coast Bulletin:
The tradie is on the move. It’s no longer a
bloke in the sun, sweating with hand tools. It’s
all about protective headwear, sunscreen, steel
capped boots, hi-viz vest, safety goggles and
gloves that enable use of technology. It’s all for
the better but it’s a long way from the tradie icon
of our youth.
Bricklayer Bodi Bremner is working on construction of the Commonwealth Games Carrara
Sports Precinct. He was pleased when he realised the gloves worked. “They dead set work,” he
said as he scrolled through his phone.
These will come in handy on the job, some of
the boys already have them. I think everyone’s
obsessed with getting on their phones, especially
at work.
http://goo.gl/CzRWiF

Click ad to visit
hbt.net.au
hnn.bz

products
Cordless
fencing
stapler
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New Zealand-based
fencing contractor and
farmer Richard Ross
has been trialling the
Stockade ST400i Cordless Fencing Stapler.
Having been in the
industry for just over
30 years, Mr Ross has
seen a few changes in
tools and technology.
He told Trade Farm
Machinery:
New stuff is coming
along all the time...and
sometimes you wonder
if it’s worth bothering
with. But when you
find a tool like the
ST400i that saves you
time, gives you more
flexibility and saves
wear and tear on your
body, it’s worth investing in.

Trade MX
has your
measure
Ergonomically
designed to fit the
contour of a hand, the
Trade MX tape measure from Lufkin feels
like an extension of

The development of
the Stockade ST400i
Cordless Fencing
Stapler was driven by
farmers and fencing
contractors wanting a
powerful and portable
post stapling system,
without being reliant
on compressors and
hoses. It can drive
nine gauge staples into
hardwood and treated
pine posts with ease
Mr Ross said:
The great thing
about a piece of equipment like this is that
you get more fencing
done in less time, so it
pays for itself quickly
if you’re a contractor,
or even if you’re a
farmer.
For around 25 years
the body. Specialised
construction of the
internal components
means that the compact body of the Trade
MX fits snuggly in the
palm of a hand.
Gone are the days
of wrestling a rusted
old tape measure that
jams more than it
doesn’t. A co-moulded grip and top lock

Mr Ross has been fencing for the Cornwall
Park Trust Board, and
until 2009, managing
the fencing of Auckland’s regional parks
from Tawharanui to
Tapapakanga.
On their 300-acre
property in Wainui
Auckland, Mr Ross and
his wife Stephanie also
run two businesses;
Balnagown Hunting
and Balnagown Farmstay. With 300 deer as
well as a few sheep
and cattle on the
property, good fencing
is always a priority. Mr
Ross said:
Boundary fencing is
just so important. You
need to make sure your
roadside fences are
solid and that nothing
can get through. Stock
will just naturally
push through a boundary for feed, especially
in the winter months,
so fences have to be
secure and they have
to be maintained...
The average farmer
spends quite a bit of
time building and
maintaining fences
and it can be pretty
button make for easy
operation.
A four-rivet end hook
for superior strength
will lock onto the slipperiest edges, while a
clear coated blade will
make sure the tape
lives a long and productive life. The Trade
MX’s case is even built
from rugged ABS
plastic for improved

demanding on your
wrists, elbows and
shoulders. The ST400i
saves that wear on
your body...
At around four kilograms in weight, the
ST400i is easily manageable and provides a
lot of flexibility.
Once you’re positioned, you only need
one hand on the machine and you’re away.
You’ve got your other
hand back so you can
be holding wires and
posts or whatever you
need it for.
And because the
ST400i harnesses
cordless gas impulse
technology, there’s no
need to lug around a
compressor or worry

about cords. Mr Ross
explains:
It’s fantastic for
work on hilly terrain
like mine…you can just
walk wherever you
need to with it. If you
can’t get there with a
vehicle and a compressor, you can with this.
It even has a belt clip
so you can attach it to
your belt or a fence to
keep it nearby.
The ST400i is neatly
packaged in a sturdy
compact case that also
houses dual batteries,
an AC charger, the instruction manual and
safety glasses.
http://goo.gl/YJz5VD

impact resistance.
Designed and made
in Australia, every
Lufkin tape measure
is individually tested
to ensure
the highest
levels of
accuracy.
The Trade
MX is the reliable, tough

sidekick tradies want
when they are on the
job.
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products
have to be calibrated
every time it gets
turned on, decreasing
downtime. The display
has multiple settings
for different units of
measure (metric or
SAE: Society of Automotive Engineers).
It has an inspect
mode, which allows
the user to inspect
multiple angles. The
user can set a degree
ideal for users who
value as level, and
have to level things
then move the level to
that are overhead or in multiple locations to
another location that see how far off each
the side of the level
location is from the
can’t be seen. It also
original value.
has auto-calibration.
The e105 includes a
This means that when “sync mode” that lets
the level is taken out
users select a certain
of the box and turned bubble position as
on, it goes through a
level, even if the digital
multi-point inspection readout doesn’t think
mode and then it’s
it is.
ready to go.
Both screens have
The level doesn’t
a backlight for easy

Empire’s e105
digital level
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Empire’s latest digital
box level is the e105.
Built on Empire’s most
advanced box level
platform, it features
dual screens and an
audible indicator
confirming the desired
level position and
allowing for sight-free
levelling. An IP65 rating protects the level
from dust and water.
The second screen
on top of the level is

Milwaukee
expands
outdoor
In early 2017, users
can expect to see a
hedge trimmer, string
trimmer, and outdoor
blower all running on
Milwaukee M18 batteries. The Cop Tool website previews these
upcoming products.
The M18 FUEL String
Trimmer 2725-21HD
features the Powerstate brushless motor
and a solid drive shaft
going all the way down
the trimmer.
This helps deliver the
power, balance, and
manoeuvrability required by professional

landscapers.
The M18 FUEL string
trimmer has the power to clear thick brush
and reach full throttle
instantly. Milwaukee
said it has unmatched
runtime among cordless electric trimmers.
It is durable, and has
less weight, vibration,
and noise than gas
string trimmers.
The M18 FUEL Blower 2728-21HD provides
a combination of
power and efficiency
through an axial fan
design. This blower
has the power to clear
lawn and jobsite debris
and delivers the longest maximum CFM
runtime among other
cordless blowers currently on the market.

Milwaukee’s cordless
blower has less weight
and vibration than a
gas blower. It is significantly more powerful
than the smaller, M18
shop blower already
on the market.
The M18 FUEL Hedge
Trimmer 2726-21HD
delivers more power
under load and has a
zero maintenance motor. It has the
power to cut
thick branches, and its
24-inch blade
trims more
material in a
single pass,
increasing
reach and
productivity.
This
trimmer also

visibility, and the
The new Empire e105
auto-shutoff for
level is expected to be
battery life can be pro- available in October of
grammed to different 2016.
amounts of time up to
an hour. So users don’t
http://goo.gl/sHUK7j
have to worry about
the level turning off
whilst working. The
level itself ships with
a soft carrying case to
keep the level perfect
when travelling from
jobsite to jobsite.

promises less weight,
lower noise, and less
vibration than its gas
counterparts.
Not many cordless
hedge trimmers are
currently made to the
heavy-duty specifications that Milwaukee
has made as the norm
in this category. The
hedge trimmer will
have a similar gear
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case to the FUEL
Sawzall for extended,
demanding use.
http://goo.gl/6NcglA

products
A revolution in
pest control
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her that rodents were
just part of farm life.
Knowing that pests
were a problem that
all farmers dealt with
she began researching
the farming and pest
control industries.
One of the products
Earthkind offers is
the Fresh Cab Rodent
Kari Warberg Block is into to finding out
Repellent that repels
the founder and CEO how she could get rid mice. It can used be
of Earthkind, a USD40 of pests and rodents
used in caravans,
million dollar natural naturally.
houses, barns, boats,
pest control company.
Her idea for a pest
garages and anywhere
Earthkind was
deterrent product
else that mice like to
created in 2007 out of came from an incident frequent. The Stay
a necessity for natural that happened many
Away Pest Repellent
and eco-friendly prod- years prior when she
line offers several
ucts to prevent pests. was on a date with her different products to
Nighty-eight per cent then-fiance. She had
repel mice, beetles,
of the products in the sat down and a mouse moths, spiders, ants
pest control industry scurried up her leg.
and rats.
contained poisons to
At the time Warberg
Earthkind had the
get rid of rodents and Block was selling cos- first pest control
the other 2% were
metics and perfumes; product to meet the
sticky tape paper and she instinctively
gold standard set by
traps.
grabbed a bottle from the EPA (EnvironmenShe could not find a her purse and sprayed tal Protective Agency).
single company that
around her thinking
Its Stay Away product
sold chemical free pest the smell would drive won best new product
and rodent deterrent
the mice away. It
of the year in 2015.
products. Worried
worked.
There has been an
about using poisons
Warberg Block also
annual 2% growth for
around her pets and
lived on a farm and
eco-friendly products
children she looked
everyone kept telling
in the pest control

Every
screw in
its place
The Kreg Screw Organizer offers a way to
store Kreg screws in a
compact, easy-to-carry
package. It makes an
ideal companion to the
Kreg System Organizer.
The Screw Organizer
holds up to 14 new
Kreg Screw containers.

Tabs on the containers
nest into recesses in
the Screw Organizer,
so they stay put when
it is standing upright
or being carried.
A transparent lid
makes it easy to see
what’s stored inside,
and the Screw Organizer allows Kreg
Screw containers to
be stored with the
lids off. This can be
done without spilling
the screws — when
it is closed and being
carried.

Kreg also has Hardware Containers that
are suitable for storing
and arranging all
kinds of loose hardware. Hardware Containers are the same
durable, resealable,
reusable containers
that are now used to
package Kreg Screws.
But they have lids
with a surface that
users can write on to
easily identify what’s
stored inside.
Available in small
and large sizes, Hard-

industry, but Earthkind’s products have
been so effective that
the company has seen
a growth of 85%.
And the company’s
success has not been
without some challenges. Earthkind is
up against big competitors and many
stores did not want to
give them shelf space
without having proof
that they would make
the store money.
Lowe’s was the first
retailer to accept
them because selling a
safe rodent deterrent
product was the right
thing to do. Currently,
Earthkind products

can be found in Ace
Hardware stores, Tractor Supply, Menard’s,
Target (US), and John
Deere.
The company is
based in the United
States and sources the
materials for its products from small farms
that are also located
around the United
States.
http://goo.gl/7cEC7b

ware Containers fit
four. All these prodinside the Screw Orga- ucts are also useful for
nizer and Kreg System general storage.
Organizer, as well.
Hardware Containers
are sold in packs of
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Agmer Workwear

From the 1940s to today, an Australian company
offering style, comfort, durability and safety.
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Agmer has been proudly Australian owned and
operated since the early
1940s.
We have been keeping
Australians safe and dry
for over 70 years and have
built our reputation in the
industry on the backs of
the Australian worker.
As a trusted supplier of
the iconic bluey jacket, we
continue to expand our
range from quality hi vis
garments to specialised
fire retardant clothing.
Incorporating the latest
advances in fabric technology and modern designs,
our range of workwear
continues to appeal to a
spectrum of tradies and
corporations looking for
that edge over their competition.
This can be found with
our industry leading ultra
hi vis polos, vests, and
large range of jackets and
pants.

We are also leading the
pack with our Hardline
workwear range , built and
designed for the modern
craftsman. Nothing has
been spared to bring
about the hardest wearing
and street inspired designed pants and jackets
to Australia’s tradies.
In addition to our ever
growing product range,
we also offer an in house
embroidery service, ensuring you an easy road
from order to completed
product.
We look forward to continuing to ensure the safety
and protection of the
“Aussie battler” from the
dangers of the workplace
and the elements of
nature.

Agmer makes the iconic “Bluey” jacket at its factory
in Thornburym, Victoria, drawing on over 60 years
experience at this craft.

Bluey Flying Jacket
Australian iconic
jacket that has served
to protect the Australian worker year after
year. The Agmer Bluey
Jacket is made from
21 oz wool fabric with
cotton flannel lining.
Heavy duty zip ensures
quality and continued
durability of jacket on
the work site. Deep
side pockets for all
your bits and pieces,
with quality waist and
wrist band. Colours Black, Navy, Charoal.
Sizes Sm to 6xl. Also
available in Hi Vis Style.

HDP - 301 Craftman Pants
The HDP 301 is the next
level in the craftman’s
gear on the work site.
Built from our harden
poly-cotton 310 oz
fabric, double stitching along the seams
and reinforced with
cordura, you got one
helluva of pant. Add
the Hardline styling
with our black contrast
trade mark, and your
assets will be demand.
Black trimming at the
botton of the leg keeps
the dirt where needed.
Deep side pockets
for all your nuts and
bolts. No bulls$^%@
3D designs here. Black,
Navy and Khaki. Sizes 77R

to 107R

Contact Agmer:

03 94806255
sales@agmer.com.au

agmer.com.au
hardlineworkwear.com
19 Anderson Rd, Thornbury, Victoria 3071
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Drizoro Construction Products
The most comprehensive range of cement based
waterproofing and concrete repair products.
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One of the most common causes of damage
and durability problems
to concrete and masonry
surfaces is water. Damage
caused by moisture, is rapidly becoming the major
cause of structural destruction to masonry structures.
The range of Drizoro
Construction Products
available from Scientific
Waterproofing Products
(SWP) makes waterproofing of concrete and
masonry surfaces a simple undertaking. Specific
brands include Maxseal
Foundation, Maxseal Flex,
Maxplug and Maxjoint
Elastic. They have been
widely used in Australia
since 1992, and manufactured in Spain since 1977.
Each of these products
from Drizoro is cement

based so they penetrate
the pores and actually become part of the surface.
This provides a totally dry
interface against either
positive or negative flow.
Once cured, Drizoro
products can be rendered,
tiled or painted over.
Furthermore, they can be
tinted to achieve decorative colours, textured
and troweled to achieve a

decorative finish.
The Drizoro range is
user-friendly, suitable
with potable water and
non-toxic. This makes
suitable for extremely
confined places, and clean
up is achieved with water,
eliminating the use of toxic
chemicals and solvents.
Surfaces requiring resistance to hydrostatic or static pressure such retaining

walls (including DINCEL) in
car parks and basements
pose no problems for
Drizoro materials. They
must be applied to a wet
surface, making it ideal for
this type of work.
Drizoro Construction
Products are available from
Scientific Waterproofing
Products.

Maxseal Foundation

Maxseal Flex

Maxplug

Maxjoint Elastic

Maxseal Foundation is
a cement-based product
that, with special additives
and selected aggregates,
can provide total waterproofing protection to
concrete, bricks and blocks
due to its high resistance
to aggressive waters. It will
seal against positive and
negative water pressure.

Maxseal Flex is a coating
with flexible and waterproofing properties that
adheres to practically
every surface including
concrete, natural and artificial stone, mortar plasters,
bricks, concrete blocks –
when they are subjected
to both positive or negative high water pressure.
Once applied and cured,
Maxseal Flex provides
a non-toxic, flexible and
waterproof coating.

Maxplug is a quick-setting cement-based mortar
that instantly stops running
water from cracks, fissures,
holes or other openings in
concrete and masonry. It is
non-shrink and sets within
three to five minutes depending on the temperature. Once Maxplug sets,
it adheres perfectly to the
substrate. It only requires
water for mixing.

Maxjolnt Elastlc is a
two-component product.
Component A is a liquid
based on special synthetic
resins. Component B is
supplied in powder form,
as a mortar based mixture of cements, additives
and special aggregates.
When both components
are mixed, an elastomeric
product with high bond
strength is achieved.

Contact details
Unit 4/92 Bryant Street
Padstow NSW 2211
Phone: (02) 9771 0011
Fax:(02) 9771 0077

Website:
http://www.scientificwaterproofingproducts.com.
au/

Email:
info@scientificwaterproofingproducts.com.au
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Malco Shear Attachments

Labour-saving, cost-effective, Malco makes power
tools even more capable
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Malco shear attachments
are labour saving and cost
effective.
A metal-cutting power shear is now a more
accessible and practical
job-site addition than ever
before. Cost-effective TurboShear attachments from
Malco Products quickly
insert into the chuck of a
corded or cordless drill,
or impact driver, to make
fast straight, curved or
square cuts in sheet metal,
metal roofing and building
panels.
A sleek, lightweight
aluminium cast shear head
and a compact, moulded
polymer drill clamp allow
maximum portability and
ease to go wherever the
work is. The telescoping
clamp adjusts to fit both
length and width of a drill
motor housing as well as
smaller bodied impact
drivers. The clamp collar
allows the shear head to
be rotated 360-degrees
and set in any position to
optimise tool clearance
and facilitate easy material
flow.
Malco TurboShears can
be operated at high or
low speeds for the control
users need to make precise trim cuts, follow tight
patterns or navigate cuts
over profiles.
A Malco model TSCM
TurboShear attachment
provides enormous value
for both the time savings it
offers and the low investment required to achieve
clean precise cuts in corrugated metal roofing panels
every time.
Specialised, elongated
blades with compact jaws
create a steep 75-degree
offset so that the drill is
held at a more vertical

approach when starting a
cut. As the offset blades
follow the rising angle of a
corrugated profile, the drill
handle or battery pack has
clearance to naturally tip
downward and still clear
the roofing panel surface.
These hardened carbon
steel blades offer long service life in 0.31 to 0.61 mm
steel roofing material.
A versatile model TSHD
TurboShear attachment
features heavy-duty
gearing and larger, wider-opening blades for
cutting up to 1.22mm cold
rolled steel, including layered metal and seams. The
model TSHD is easily manoeuvrable and capable of
making precise trim cuts,
following tight patterns.
With the head rotated for
adequate clearance, it can
also navigate mild corrugated profiles.
Both of the TurboShear
models have a lateral
blade adjustment capability to ensure that cutting
performance and manoeuvrability can be maintained
for the life of the blades.
Replacement blades are
available and can be easily
installed on the job.

Contact
BND Australia on
1300 883 520
for your nearest retailer.
More information on the
Malco range in Australia
can be found at
http://bndaustralia.com.au/
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